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Superior Milking with CoPulsationtm
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the liner and throws it shut on the teat end creating a pinching action causing both 
pain and the forcible shoving of bacteria up the teat to cause mastitis. Simply hold 
your fingers in a working liner for the time it takes to milk a goat and feel it.

CoPulsationtm delivers a unique milking experience for goats providing a fast-
efficient milking action that is the only humane way to milk with a machine.
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Lac-Tek II Lamb Feeder 

ID-TEK II Calf Feeder 

Lac-Tek Lamb/Kid Feeder 

BéBé-Lac Lamb/Kid Feeder 

“Such a time saver” 

“Calves are so happy” 

“Wish I had it last year” 
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THE SNOW IS CLEARING, the seasons changing …
and I’m still waiting for offspring from my new Nubian 
doe, Juliet. But there are plenty of babies to go around.

Kidding season is my favorite. How about yours?  
With all the bouncing goats on Instagram, Facebook,  
and in our own barnyards, spring is full of joy 
and adoration.

But it isn’t always. Both longtime goat owners and 
kid-midwives, Janet Garman and Lacey Hughett offer 
advice. How long will your doe be pregnant, and 
how do you know when she’s about to deliver? What 
should you keep in a “kidding kit” for delivery time? 
And what happens if the mother rejects her baby?

What happens if the kid is born with special needs 
such as missing limbs or blindness? Everyone’s 
responses are different, but goat owner Leanne 
Lauricella started a nonprofit rescue. Goat Journal 
contributor Theresa Miller tells us about Goats of 
Anarchy in her regular feature, “Secret Life of Goats.”

Health is always a factor. Katherine Drovdahl,  
our prized natural goat health expert, details many  

poisonous plants that can make our caprines very 
sick … or worse. And Karen Kopf talks about the 
bacterium M.ovi and how this is impacting pack goats 
and their owners within the western United States.

Countryside Network contributor Patrice Lewis 
tells us about her experiences milking goats 
with the Udderly EZ. Kate Johnson provides 
many easy goat cheese recipes! And Amy 
Hadachek tells us about a Texan and his family 
who raise goats and sell cheese in Thailand.

We have information on meat goats, Icelandic goats, 
Old Irish goats … and lots of stunning goat and kid 
pictures!

Enjoy the March/April issue. Send me your feedback, 
both positive, and negative, at goatjournal@gmail.com 
or reply on Facebook. Share your pictures, goatly 
adventures (and misadventures), and all your questions.

from the editor

WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU!

The firstborn of 2018! 

One buckling and one doeling, 

born January 21st.

You've got 
to be 

kidding me!
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    1-800-656-6007  |  www.FightBac.com

=The most effective teat disinfectant to prevent mastitis

=Lower cell counts, treatment costs and cull rates

=Excellent general use disinfectant for: injection sites, any cut or 
wound, navels on newborn kids and udder dermatitis (udder rot)

IF YOU HAVE GOATS, 
YOU NEED...

IfYouHaveGoatsFightBac_8.25x10.875r0.indd   1 1/19/18   10:55 AM
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Parts Dept. 
Call for a FREE Catalog
       800-245-8222

Parts Dept offers hundreds of goat products you 
will find in our latest 180pg FREE 2015 catalog. 
Website:  www.PartsDeptOnline.com
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The MP cooling tanks  range from 15 Gallons to 285 Gallons these tanks meet the 
needs of all home, small dairy and cheese production facilities. Fast and stable 
cooling and maximum energy efficiency are benefits when using any of our MP 
models. These tanks are fully compliant with all 3A standards and regulations and 
are Grade A. Tanks up to 90 Gallon run on standard 110V electricity and require 
no special wiring, 140-285 Gallon run on 220V. 2 Year Warrantee

Stainless Pasteurizer  
2 Gallons in 1 Hour
All Stainless Steel.
Made in USA
$359.00

Teat Wipes
Bucket / 700 $35.95
Refill    / 700 $32.95  
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Grade A. 
2 Year Warrantee. 
Free Tank Valve.
Calibration Chart & Dip Stick.
Temperature Recorder Ready.

220 Gallon
MP Cooling Tanks
15 Gallon $2195.00 or $91/Mo 
30 Gallon $2595.00 or $108/Mo   
60 Gallon $3595.00 or $149/Mo 
90 Gallon $4195.00 or $174/Mo 
140 Gallon $5295.00 or $220/Mo  
220 Gallon $7395.00 or $308/Mo 
285 Gallon $7995.00 or $333Mo   

Dynamint Cream
Organic Approved
17oz Bottle $13.95
2 Litre Jug $39.95

Milky Separator
23 Gal/Hr $499
34 Gal/Hr $799

Portable Vacuum Systems
Made 100% in USA
3/4 HP Vac supply $1095 (Runs 2 buckets) 
0% Financing for 24 Months $45/Mo
1.5 HP Vac supply $1295 (Runs 4 buckets) 
0% Financing for 24 Months $54/Mo

35Lb Goat Pail $400.00
35Lb Cow Pail $400.00

Dehorners
Rhinehart X30 $74.95
Stone 3/4”  $99.00
Cordless  $229.95

Kid Bar 1 $34.95
Kid Bar 7 $114.95
Kid Bar 10 $159.95

Feeder $41.95
Stand   $15.95

“Pritchard” 
Flutter Valve
$2.35

ITP205 $37.95

ITP207 $39.95

Vanguard 
Claw $99.95

Vanguard
Inflation  
$14.95

Milky Pasteurizer  
7 Gallon Capacity
All Stainless Steel
Made in Austria
$1299.00

1 Goat Portable Vacuum System
Made 100% in USA
3/4 HP Vac supply Only $599 (Runs 1 bucket)
3/4 HP Vac supply With Bucket $999 
                                       
                                 Free shipping on this item 

Fight Bac 
$10.95/Can (single)
$8.95 each (case/12)

Milk Transport Tanks
130 Gallon $3295 or 138/Mo
210 Gallon $3895 or 162/Mo

Sizes available
Up to 1000 Gallons
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Send us your letters, whether positive, negative, or just to brag about your goats! 
Goat Journal, PO Box 566, Medford, WI 54451 or email goatjournal@gmail.com

This article is incredibly 
outdated. Cashmere goats are not 
an official breed, as per the USDA, 
but they are a developed breed that 
reproduces its breed characteristics 
reliably. While it is true that most 
goats produce cashmere, the only 
exception is Angora goats that 
produce mohair. The two fibers are 
distinctly different. I have colored 
Angoras and cashmere goats. I do 
not and would not cross them, as 
the results can be disastrous: the 
fibers would be not true mohair 
and not true cashmere. My goats 
are the product of two decades 
of careful breeding and they 
produce fine, crimpy, no-luster 
cashmere well into their teens, 
with microns reasonable for their 
age. I micron test and they have 

100 percent comfortability, even 
with higher microns. None go 
over 18 microns; most of mine are 
under 15 microns. The Angoras 
are bred for fineness also. I’m 
going after the ones with kemp, 
and as it causes a prickle factor, 
my micron counts are less than 30 
and coming close to 20 microns. 
Crosses are cute but unless the "C" 
types are dehaired, as with real 
cashmere, they will have a prickle 
factor also because they will have 
three fibers: cashmere, fine mohair 
type fiber, and guard hair. The 
mohair types usually have less 
second fiber but still have it. It is 
soft, for the most part, but can’t 
come close to fine, true cashmere. 

— Barbara, Caprette Cashmere

in response to 
 GOT FIBER GOATS?

In the November/December 2017 issue:

It’s interesting to read about the different care needs, as well as 
different coat types. Thanks, Janet! I’m wondering if the type C 
coats need shearing twice a year as well, or can they just be brushed 
out during the molt? A friend of mine had Angora males and we 
noticed how much more placid and gentle they were than our 
dairy goats. She also used their mohair to make beautiful felt! 

— Tamsin C.

Hi Tamsin – Good question. The type C is mostly the type that releases on 
its own and can shed out. Not all of it will do so but to answer your question, 
yes. You can brush it and collect it as it releases naturally. This is, of course, 
very time consuming and not the best choice if you have a flock of fiber goats! 

Thank you — Janet

In response to  
READING  

GOATS’ MINDS 
in the November/December 2017 

issue: 

Such an interesting article, 
thank you! I’m always closely 
observing my three Nigerian 
Dwarf goats (two does, one 
wether) and fascinated with their 
smarts and unique behaviors. This 
article helps confirm my belief 
on how smart they really are! 

— Cathy 

Thank you, Cathy. It’s so 
fascinating to watch how our 
goats interact, browse, and play! 
I’m so happy to hear from people 
who appreciate them like I do. 

— Tamsin C.

reader conversation & feedback
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Dear Editor:

Times change and we are supposed to change with them, however it was a 
shock to me that I got a "subscription renewal notice" to a "Goat Journal" and 
there was no explanation about what had happened to "Dairy" in the title of the 
journal. This is a major change in the title of a magazine, that has an almost 100 
year history and has been a very well liked advocate for the dairy goat industry. 

Trying to find an explanation or editorial in the new January 2018 issue of 
now "Goat Journal" failed to yield anything that one would think the old editors 
or the new editors would have written as an explanation, since I think among 
normally polite people that would be owed to us readers. Don't try to tell me 
that the "new kid on the block," the Boer goat is more important than the long 
established dairy goats. It would be like trying to tell me that the Aberdeen 
Angus cattle are more important than the Holstein cattle and that the American 
Dairy Cattle Journal is now going to be named the American Cattle Journal! 

Looking forward to your response, best regards,  
George Haenlein, professor emeritus & State Extension Dairyman 

emeritus, Animal & Food Sciences, University of Delaware.

Hi George,

Thank you for your input. We published a letter, in the November/December 
2017 issue, explaining the switch and our reasons for embracing "all things goat." 
Dairy goats are, and will be, the largest focus within our magazine. They're the most 
prominent reason people keep goats within some regions of the world, so they deserve 
attention. But we decided to expand and rebrand, to include the often-neglected reasons 
people keep goats: meat, fiber, recreation, companionship, and service animals.

Of course, we recognize and honor the 95-year tradition of Dairy Goat 
Journal. Our "From the Archives" portion of each magazine narrates stories 
from the 30s, 50s, and later, and of lifestyles that revolved around dairy goats.

Thank you for your letter. And, as always, we welcome any feedback 
regarding how we can create a publication that offers information 
and entertainment for all facets of goat ownership.

Marissa Ames, Editor

Corrections:

In our Breed Profile, in the January/February 2018 issue, we incorrectly credited 
a photo. The San Clemente buck was photographed by Rio Nido San Clementes.
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reader feedback : : fan photos

Koby is a three-year-old, 210lb British Alpine wether who  

comes on weekly hikes with us around our local district, 

the Macedon Ranges in Victoria, Australia.

Submitted by Kate Albiston

This is LeDoux. He is a six-month-old Alpine/LaMancha  wether that is learning to be a pack goat here in the Colorado mountains.
Submitted by Rachel Karneffel

My boy Cassius at our small farm, Sage Farm.Submitted by Marti Brotka
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ways to share:

email photos in jpg format to  
goatjournal@gmail.com

message us on facebook:  
facebook.com/goatjournal

tag us on instagram or  
use #goatjournal:  
instagram.com/goatjournal 

mail your entry to: 
goat journal 
po box 566 
medford, wi 54451

This is LeDoux. He is a six-month-old Alpine/LaMancha  wether that is learning to be a pack goat here in the Colorado mountains.
Submitted by Rachel Karneffel

Little Lucky snuggles with his big cousins, Whitaker 

and Maude. 

Submitted by Kirsten Lie-Nielsen of 

Hostile Valley Farm in Liberty, Maine

Sophia, star of her family’s YouTube channel Mrs. Pitts Utopia, hugs a baby goat.
Submitted by Gimarie Pitts

LuniBird, Crème de la Crème Loca Luna, is a happy, funny 

girl enjoying her first rare snow in Dripping Springs, Texas.

Submitted by Heather Mendez of Dulcinea Ranch
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Rusty Hebert 
I've tried this. One successful. One 
not. Never again.

Kendra Rudd Shatswell 
The article seems to have left out 
some cons to disbudding. While the 
article talks about losing two due to 
being disbudded improperly, it did not 
mention other issues besides death 
can occur, including permanent or 
temporary blindness, usually from 
brain swelling. Another pro to horns — 
horns are thermoregulatory, and serve 
to cool the goat, especially the brain, 
in times of heat or stress.

Goat Journal 
Thank you for your input, Kendra. 
This is important information and 
we will add it.

Kendra Rudd Shatswell 
The study that proved the ther-
moregulatory properties of horns 
was conducted by Charles Richard 
Taylor at Harvard and is called 
“The thermoregulatory function of 
the horns of Bovidae.”

Maranda Harshbarger 
We have not had any issues with 
animal health after disbudding. Our 
girls seem to stay fairly cool without 
their horns as well.

Marlene Hunt 
We take the two person approach. 
One holds and the other disbuds. We 
shave/clip the hair on their heads first 
to get a good look at the area. We also 
have a way of burning the bucks to 
decrease the possibility of scurs. We 
also spray with Granulex. Sometimes 
the kids will bump their heads or 
scratch, causing a "scalp wound." We 
keep bandaging on hand to apply a 
pressure bandage for 24 hours.

Kendra Rudd Shatswell 
While there are a lot of factors behind 
the extent of thermoregulation, the 
main pro behind the horns acting as 
a cooling agent is that the brain is 
cooled ... something you can't exactly 
see or not see happening. I am not 
arguing against or for disbudding. I 
think it can be done safely, but I do 

think everyone should understand the 
risks in the procedure and the function 
of horns before deciding.

Albert Desrosiers 
Goats are very happy with their horns. 
Horns help a goat in finding friends 
and also help in social status.

Jean-François Larche 
Never had a problem with goats with 
horns. And horns make great handles 
to move them around!

Goat Journal 
Thank you for your input, everyone. In 
the recent November/December issue 
of Goat Journal, we featured a story 
about pack goats. The goat owners 
always leave horns intact so these 
goats can stay cooler while working. 
And they sure look majestic with those 
horns, standing on rocks with moun-
tain views behind them.

Do you disbud or dehorn your 
goats? Our readers chimed in with 
solid reasons why they do or do 
not allow their goats to grow horns. 

Come join us on Facebook! We 
want to hear what you have to say. 

- Marissa

JOIN THE Conversation!
facebook.com/goatjournal

goat journal : : gets social
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Receive Free Weekly Goat Content in Your Inbox

countrysidenetwork.com/news/join-our-community-newsletter

Sign up for newsletters containing our best stories 
from livestock experts. Visit Countryside Network

Meet Finn  
   & Whiskey!

Goat Journal contributor Lacey Hughett got a New Year’s Eve surprise: 
a buckling and a doeling. She needed names and turned to the Goat 
Journal community for help. Calling out on social media, we asked for 
suggestions and you delivered! Lacey chose Finn for the doeling, as 
suggested by Kaylee Richardson on Facebook, and Whiskey for the 
buckling, as suggested by Wild Oak Farms on Instagram. 

Lacey says, “Thank you so much to the Goat Journal magazine 
community for helping me name these New Year's babies! There were so 
many amazing suggestions. I finally picked two that really stood out and 
seemed to match these kids’ budding personalities. I can't wait to watch 
them grow!”

Congratulations to Kaylee and Wild Oak Farms. Enjoy your Goat Journal  
hats! And read Lacey’s story, “The Kidding Kit, Simplified" in this 
month's issue. 
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Raise goats and reap the 
rewards. Raising Goats For 
Dummies provides you with an 
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owning, caring for, and the day-
to-day benefits of raising goats. 
340 pages, $19.99 + S&H
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970-392-4419
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I HAVE BEEN WORKING IN IRAQ for the last year as the senior 
Iraq country veterinarian for AMK9. AMK9 is a private military 
company that supplies K9s and handlers for bomb/IED detection 

and patrol (attack dogs) work. The K9s operate out of military bases 
and outposts around the world in support of U.S. missions. I spent 
the majority of my time in Iraq flying around the country and also 
traveling by convoy to provide veterinary oversight. When I was 
not traveling, I stayed on an Iraqi military base in northern Iraq. 
It makes surgery really exciting when no one speaks English! 

It was a bit of a weird job but I fell into it after veterinary school 
because of my background. While in vet school, I spent all of my 
summer and winter holidays working as a military advisor for 
two different private military companies. I was active in Indonesia 
(government anti-poaching), Somalia (anti-piracy), South Sudan 
and North Sudan (civil war — fought for SPLA), Ethiopia, Yemen, 
and finally in Kruger National Park (anti-poacher training).

So after all of that, I am finally ready to settle down and just enjoy 
life. I now live on the Big Island of Hawaii with my girlfriend (Dr. Hui  
Nee Chin), and started work at Kona Veterinary Service (KVS) on 
January 23rd.

Getting my goat Atlas was/is a big deal for me. It sort of signals 
the next stage of my life. No more hanging out and causing trouble in 
third world countries. So the plan is to just love the heck out of him 
and go on hiking trips one to two times a week (besides our daily 
walks). We have started an Instagram account, someday.now, and 
YouTube channel, Someday Now, to record all of our adventures. 

Regards,

Dr. Ryan M. Barnett BVMS, MSc

reader spotlight

RYAN BARNETT  
AND HIS GOAT, ATLAS

Ryan
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kat’s caprine corner : : featuring katherine drovdahl, MH CR CA DipHIr CEIT QTP

Q: How come my goat is  
leaking milk?

A: I rarely have a goat that leaks, 
but when I do, it requires some 
sleuth work on my part. The first 
question I ask myself is, "When is 
she leaking?" I check is to see if her 
udder is too tight. If it looks full 
and the skin is shiny, especially 
around the teats, and is firm to the 
touch, then she is too full and her 
udder can’t (and shouldn’t) hold it 
back. If her teats start turning red 
on top, then she is way too full! If 
she’s allowed to remain that way, 
then the internal pressure will 
cause cellular death within the 
udder and can blow the medial 
suspensory ligament, which is 
responsible for holding the udder 

firmly against the body and out 
of harm’s way. It is a built-in 
safety for the goat to leak, but that 
doesn’t mean it's a good thing. 

A leaking goat means an orifice 
is open, allowing bacteria to 
run into the teat and mammary 
gland to multiply in its warm, 
nutrient-rich environment. Some 
first fresheners bred for high milk 
production may come into milk 
so fast that they leak the first few 
times before milking. Often, those 
does correct themselves within 
the first few days. I like to keep 
antibacterial salve on the teats and 
udder to avoid bacterial problems.

Also, olive oil in the salves helps 
mammary tissue stretch sooner to 
accommodate the milk production.  
 

When raising goats for milk, it can 
also be beneficial to add a third 
partial milking to the schedule for 
a few days, to avoid becoming full 
to the point of leaking. Sometimes, 
a doe will have a weak sphincter 
muscle at the orifice. I had a doe 
like this years ago. She leaked on 
and off all day. For these, I use 
tissue-building salves, especially 
ones containing comfrey, to 
encourage muscle to strengthen. 

As mentioned above, also be 
proactive to avoid mastitis. Some 
goats will leak in anticipation of 
milking. If you have does like 
this, it’s very important to keep 
them on a regular milk schedule 
as well as milking them first, 
so they aren’t leaking while 
waiting, to avoid mastitis issues.

Katherine and her beloved 
husband Jerry are owned by 
their LaManchas, horses,  
alpacas, and gardens on a 
small piece of Washington 
State paradise. Her varied 
international alternative  
degrees and certifications,  
including Master of Herbology 
and lifelong experience with 
creatures of many kinds, give 
her unique insight into guid-
ing others through human or 
creature wellness problems.

Q: One of my doelings 
has the runs. Where 
did this come from?

A: There are generally four 
sources of diarrhea in kids, 
none of which can be ignored 
or they can jeopardize your 
goat’s life at any age. 

One would be increasing their 
feed amounts, types, or increase 
in quality too quickly, causing 
acidosis (or enterotoxemia in bad 
cases, which is an emergency). 
I address the kidneys and 
GI tract in this situation. 

Another would be feeding poor-
quality milk, such as most milk 
replacers, which requires a careful 
change to better-quality feed, such 
as real disease-negative goat milk, 
as well as herbs to help soothe 

and dry up the inflamed GI tract. 
A third source would be a 

parasite problem such as strongyles 
or single-celled parasites such 
as coccidia. These are picked up 
in their pens, from stall walls, 
eating hay off of the ground, 
etc. For those, regular herbal or 
chemical products must be used 
to keep your kid or kids stable.

Fourth would be exposure 
to mold or toxins in hay, grain, 
black-oiled sunflower seeds, their 
environment or pasture, which 
will cause liver toxicity. The liver 
dumps its waste into the top of 
the small intestine. For those 
issues, I focus on cleaning and 
supporting the liver and kidneys 
as well as the GI tract, which 
could be getting burned from the 
toxins running through them.

Kat Drovdahl answers your questions about runny goat noses, kids with  
diarrhea, leaking does, milk production drops, and whether you should let 
your goat eat frozen clover.
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Q: My doe is coming into 
the milkroom with quite 
a bit less milk this week. 
What could be going on?

A: Check for mastitis by using 
a CMT kit or other mastitis 
indicator test. Sometimes the 
only visible sign you will get 
from mastitis is a half or whole 
udder that is producing less. 

Also check is to see if she is 
drinking enough water. Check 
water cleanliness, taste, and 
quality, especially if several in 
the herd have sudden decreases 
in milk production. Changes 
in hay quality can definitely 
change milk production, either 
positively or negatively, as quickly 
as with the first new bale. 

Beware of electrical cords, fences, 
or underground electrical wires 
getting wet and causing a charge at 
the tank, which will discourage or 
eliminate drinking. If you have a 
mixed herd, watch for kids stealing 
milk from milkers. Two different 
years, I had two different dairy does 
steal a Boer kid off of their dams. 
It wasn’t nice of them to blow 
my milk test like that. Stinkers! 

Goat diseases will cause a doe to 
be down in milk, as well as being 
in heat, unseasonably hot or cold 
weather, or a parasite overload.

Q: One of my kids had a  
runny nose. Should I do 
anything about it?

A: Absolutely. A runny goat nose 
is a hint that your kid is trying to 
get rid of something that doesn’t 
belong in its respiratory tract. 
It could be bacterial, viral, or 
mechanical such as dust. If I have 
an animal get sick, this is exactly 
the stage I like to catch it at — in 
its very beginning. To ignore this is 
really to hate oneself because most 
often these develop into a larger 
problem that will be more time 
consuming, more expensive, and 
could put your kid’s life at risk. 

Now why would anyone want to 
do that to themselves and their 
kid? I find that the vast majority 
of these are easily solvable by 
putting a tiny smear of Eucalyptus 
globulous essential oil onto my 
finger tip and dabbing that on the 
goat's nose, at each nostril. Notice 
I said a tiny smear, which is quite 
a bit less than a drop. Eucalyptus 
g. has antimicrobial and bronchial-
dilating therapeutic characteristics 
which are perfect for this situation. 
I find that one dab takes care of 
most issues within two hours. If 
the runny goat nose issue is still 
lingering after that, I do more 
assessment and take more action.

Q: I was told to not let 
my goats out on pasture 
when it is frozen. Why? 

A: If your pasture has legumes 
such as clovers or alfalfa, then 
allowing goats to graze on them 
while the plants are frozen can 
cause a life-threatening frothy bloat 
problem. Frothy bloat is bunches 
of tiny air bubbles in the rumen 
and is much more difficult to battle 
than a few large air bubbles in 
more common bloat issues. Any 
form of bloat needs to be dealt 

with immediately. Very strong 
peppermint tea, carefully drenched 
every 15 minutes, as well as three 
drops of the same essential oil 
mixed with a tablespoon of olive oil 
and rubbed onto the rumen area on 
the left side of the goat, will help 
you move forward if you caught 
it soon enough. Also, walk them, 
if you can get them to walk, and 
firmly massage the rumen area. If 
you aren’t comfortable working 
with this or any condition while 
caring for goats, then by all means 
hire your veterinarian’s expertise.

Have a question 
 for Kat's  

Caprine Corner? 
Send it to us at  

goatjournal@gmail.com. HOEGGER HOME FARM PRODUCTS 
(706) 538-6793 • www.hoeggermilkingsystems.com

       There is a reason small dairy operations have used the  

Hoegger Milking SySTeM for 4 generations...

                                                                       because iT workS. 

Proudly made  
in the USA.

Single Goat  
Belly Pail  

System

Single Cow  
35 lb.  

Pail System
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AT KOPF CANYON RANCH, just outside 
of Moscow, Idaho, we raise Kiko goats for 
meat and breeding stock. We run a clean 

herd and we test. Recently, pack goat enthusiasts 
have approached us for packing prospects: male 
goats that might show a packing disposition. This 
potential market opened us up to expansion to include 
a few dairy does for experimental crosses, a brand 
new world of adventure, excitement — and M.ovi.

WHAT IS M.OVI?
M.ovi (pronounced “Movee”) is the slang term for 

a bacterium, Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae, that may 
be carried in the nasal passages of animals in the 
subfamily Caprinae. This subfamily consists of musk 
oxen as well as wild and domestic goats and sheep. 

Not all do, and some people say it is infrequently 
or even rarely found in the passages of domestic 
goats. Furthermore, most carrier goats show no 
symptoms of respiratory illness and are unaffected.

There are numerous mycoplasma bacteria present 
in our environment. For bacteria to result in a disease 
state, such as pneumonia, the host must be vulnerable 
— for instance, compromised by stress, crowding, 
shipping, malnutrition, poor air quality, or parasites.

WHY SHOULD WE TEST FOR M. OVIPNEUMONIAE?
It is thought that M. ovipneumoniae transmission 

from domestic herds/flocks to wild populations — 
specifically bighorn sheep in the Western United 
States/Canada, and Dall (thinhorn) Sheep in Alaska/
Canada — will result in pneumonia outbreaks in wild 

A herd of bighorn ewes that frequently breach the fence and commingle with a domestic herd of goats. Photo credit: B. Jaeger

PACK
G O A T S

PARK
RANGERS
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feature : : park rangers vs. pack goats

by Karen Kopf
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populations. For most domestic 
herdsmen, the geographic 
possibility of encountering wild 
sheep is slim to none. So, one might 
assume that this “doesn’t affect 
me or my herd,” but it does.

In November of 2017, the Wild 
Sheep Foundation approached 
the Alaska Board of Game with 
a revised version of an earlier 
proposition to remove domestic 
goats and sheep from the “clean 
animal list” though, to date, Alaska 
has not reported this type of disease 
outbreak in wild sheep. Proposition 
90 would restrict goat and sheep 
ownership to those issued permits, 
and prohibit them from areas 
within 15 air miles of wild sheep 
habitat — which essentially 
overlaps the majority of Alaska’s 
domestic goat producers. 

After hearing testimony, the Board 
of Game decided unanimously 
to take “No Action,” but set forth 
requirements that both groups 
— producers and the Wild Sheep 
Foundation — return to the table 
in Spring 2019 with reports. An 
interim proposal is to close Alaska 
borders to untested/positive 
animals. There is precedent for this. 
While typical bioscreens (CAE/
CL/Johnes) are not required for 
interstate transport, there are 
states that have closed borders to 
other risks, such as brucellosis.

Still, Alaska is geographically 
isolated. How does this apply to 
goat owners in the lower 48?

Alaska is not the only state that 
has taken legal action out of fear of 
M. ovipneumoniae transmission from 
domestic small ruminants to wild 

sheep. They are one of 17 western 
and midwestern states to do so.

Outside of Alaska, there have 
been no proposed bans in the 
states identified in red, but access 
to portions of these states has 
been closed or restricted to small 
ruminants. Notorious are the 
reduction in grazing permits for 
sheep and goats. As an example, 
the Bureau of Land Management 
progressively closed 70 percent of 
the domestic grazing allotments 
(70,000 acres) in Idaho's Payette 
National Forest, a decision that was 
contested and upheld based on a 
court-ordered analysis under the 
National Environmental Protection 
Act. That analysis determined 
that best management practices 
are not sufficient to prevent 
contact and disease transmission. 
Furthermore, there are suits in 
multiple states to restrict access 
for pack goats to national forests.

If Alaska is successful in 
legislating stricter policy for 
interstate transport, it is possible 
that other states will follow suit. 
Since animal movement cannot be 
controlled or monitored within a 
state, it is possible that impacted 
states would adopt the Alaska 
proposal of an M. ovipneumoniae-
free state. The broader implication 
for all producers is a narrow 
market, effectively eliminating the 
western states for small ruminant 
transport — unless animals are 
tested M. ovipneumoniae-free —  
or, one step further, come from 
M. ovipneumoniae-free premises.

The North American Pack 
Goat Association, a non-profit 
organization, has been the most 
active advocate of the domestic 
goat producer, while being 

A herd of bighorn ewes that frequently breach the fence and commingle with a domestic herd of goats. Photo credit: B. Jaeger

Alaska is not the only state that has taken  
legal action out of fear of M. ovipneumoniae  

transmission from domestic small ruminants to  
wild sheep. They are one of 17 western  

and midwestern states to do so.
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cognizant and proactive about the potential threat to 
wild sheep. They have spearheaded and participated 
in the largest sampling to date, and implemented "Best 
Practice Guidelines" for their pack goats, who would 
be the most likely to encounter wild populations, to 
mitigate the threat of bacteria transmission between 
pack goats and wild sheep. Among the tenets of their 
guidelines are testing, using only negative-tested 
animals, and isolation of negative-tested animals 
from non-tested animals, as well as carrying copies 
o f the negative results while packing. (http://www.
napga.org/best-management-practices-psr/)

While there are pack goat breeders breeding 
specifically for packing, it has been common practice 
for many dairy goat breeders to offer wethers as 
“pack goat prospects” as a means of culling males  
not intended for breeding. Respecting NAPGA’s 
guidelines, producers marketing pack goat prospects, 
in light of the M.ovi concern, bear the responsibility 
of maintaining clean status for any goats sold, or 
interacting with those destined for the pack market. 
 

WHAT HAS HAPPENED IN THE WILD SHEEP  
POPULATIONS?

In Alaska, to date, M. ovipneumoniae has not been 
reported in wild sheep or goats in the limited testing 
of the wild population. In the lower 48, published 
studies exist on commingled herds of goats and 
bighorn sheep. Introduction of M. ovipneumoniae into 
the herd did not result in fatal incidence of pneumonia. 
The test subjects showed symptoms, but began to 
improve before they were euthanized by the researcher. 
Bronchopneumonia was not diagnosed in any of the 
animals. (Exposure of bighorn sheep to domestic goats 
colonized with Mycoplasma ovipneumoniae induces sub-
lethal pneumonia. Besser TE, et al. PLoS One. 2017)

Infection with M. ovipneumoniae in wild sheep 
doesn’t mean disease will occur, as there are healthy 
populations that carry this bacterium. What has been 
determined is that in many cases of pneumonia in wild 
sheep, M. ovipneumoniae is present, and pneumonia 
can cause significant die-offs in wild sheep.

CAN WE PREVENT DOMESTIC/WILD ENCOUNTERS?
It is the nature of wild sheep to leave the herd 

and wander — called foraying — and then return to 
the herd. Forays exceeding 50 km are documented 
(Intermountain Region BHS/Domestic Sheep 
Management Framework — Bighorn Sheep Risk 
Assessment for Region 4 National Forests 11-20-15). 
A sheep that forays is considered “rogue.” It is the 
policy of most, if not all, states to euthanize rogue 
wild sheep because of the possibility of domestic 
encounters that might result in transmission of M. 
ovipneumoniae to the rogue animal and then to the 
wild sheep when the animal returns to the its herd.

Fencing does not always prevent interaction. Goats 
are known for their uncanny ability to escape. In the 
case of the Washington/Canada event, however, the 
Mt. Hull bighorn regularly breached the fence, not 
for a lack of food or reproductive drive, but social 
interaction. In this isolated case, the bighorn were not 
euthanized because the domestic herd tested negative, 
and the number of wild sheep involved was too high. It 
would have compromised the population of a herd that 
otherwise has had no health issues. Numbers are not 
always a limiting factor, however. In some wild sheep 
pneumonia outbreaks, entire herds are exterminated — 
healthy and symptomatic alike — to prevent the spread 

M.OVI status is now appearing in advertisements.  

Permission to reproduce from Facebook granted by Kody Crapo.

feature : : park rangers vs. pack goats
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of disease, making it difficult to answer the question of 
natural immunity developing. (http://www.ndow.org/
Bighorn-Sheep-Disease-Event-Montana-Mountains/)

HOW DO WE TEST FOR M. OVIPNEUMONIAE?
The Washington Animal Disease Diagnostic 

Laboratory (WADDL) has a serology (blood) test that 
can determine whether a flock/herd or individual 
animal has been exposed, but does not indicate an 
individual animal’s current infection/shedding status. 
It is validated for use in testing sheep, and validation 
for use in domestic goats is underway. Determining 
the shedding status of an individual animal requires 
collection and testing of a nasal swab, and a positive 
result on any one swab means M. ovipneumoniae is/
was present on the premises and that the animal was 
shedding at that point in time. (For more information 
about testing: https://waddl.vetmed.wsu.edu/
animal-disease-faq/mycoplasma-ovipneumoniae-
diagnostics-in-domestic-and-wild-sheep-and-goats 
or contact Dr. Maggie Highland with the USDA-
ARS-ADRU: Maggie.Highland@ars.usda.gov.)

To date, two large sample studies have been done 

on domestic goats. In 2016 collaborative efforts of 
NAPGA, 83 pack goat owners, the USDA-ARS-Animal 
Disease Research Unit funded project, with extensive 
help from APHIS personnel, sampled 576 domestic 
pack goats from 83 premises that had strictly pack 
goats or pack goats and other domestic goats present, 
located in 13 states in the lower 48. The animals were 
swabbed at intervals, for a series of three swabs. In 
the pack goat study, prevalence was 5 percent overall, 
with a positive result on repeat sampling in five of 
the 83 premises (6 percent of premises). 90 percent of 
the goats with M. ovipneumoniae detected on the nasal 
swab (shedding bacteria) were less than one year 
old, 77 percent were less than six months old. (The 
manuscript of this study is being prepared for release, 
but information has been publicly presented https://
dec.alaska.gov/eh/pdf/vet/movi-presentation- 
highland-201708.pdf.) The USDA-ARS Animals 
Disease Research Unit is currently collaborating with 
the Alaskan State Veterinarian, Dr. Robert Gerlach to 
determine prevalence of M. ovipneumoniae in Alaska’s 
small ruminant herds/flocks. This study is ongoing; 
completion and final reporting is expected in 2018. 

Wild sheep (Mt. Hull herd) intermingling with domestic goats in the goat’s enclosure on the Washington/Canada border.  

Methods of fencing to exclude contact was explored but proved challenging. Fish and Wildlife asked for consent to test the 

goats for M. ovipneumoniae, which was granted by the producer. The tests results were negative. Photo credit: B. Jaeger
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(Information about the Alaska study can be found 
at: https://dec.alaska.gov/eh/vet/Movi.html.) It 
appears that this issue presents differently in goats and 
sheep, and for this reason, would indicate that a single 
management protocol for small ruminants would not 
be the most effective way to address the concerns.

Currently, if a producer is not affiliated with a 
study, the cost associated with testing a swab through 
WADDL is $45/WA State and $67.50/out of state. For 
a series of three this translates to $202.50 per animal.

QUESTIONS THAT BEG ANSWERS
Is a minimum of a series of three swabs plus 

serology testing enough to confirm that a flock/
herd is truly negative? If so, what is the optimal 
spacing between swab samples being collected? 
How frequently should a herd be tested to confirm 
maintenance of negative status? If a positive is found 
within a herd, what is the follow-up testing protocol? 
Is there an incubation period? If it is so contagious, 
and transmitted by nose-to-nose contact, why is the 
prevalence (at least detection of the bacterium) in 
positive goat herds so low? What should management 
protocols be for producers that want to eliminate M. 

ovipneumoniae from their herds? Should kids under 
one year of age with positive test results be culled? 
Or should they be retested as adults? Do positive 
kids continue to shed as adults, do they clear the 
infection, or do they remain a carrier but not shed at 
a detectable level? Once a premise is determined to 
be positive, is culling the carriers enough to achieve 
negative status? How many swab samples should 
be tested to confirm that an animal is a true carrier/
shedder as opposed to the possibility of being an 
intermittent carrier (not the true chronic carrier 
in the pen). The bacterium is thought to be host-
dependent, but whether it can survive outside of the 
host has not yet been well studied. To answer these 
questions, more studies are needed, specific to goats.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN TO  
DOMESTIC GOAT HERDSMEN?

To keep markets open, protect land access, and 
steward our herds responsibly, hobbyists and 
commercial producers nationwide need to be aware 
of the regulatory initiatives — not just in our own 
backyards. It is entirely appropriate to request 
awareness, education and advocacy from our 

A doeling at Kopf Canyon Ranch in Idaho being swabbed as part of ongoing research at the USDA-ARS Animal Disease Research Unit 

in Pullman, WA. Photo credit: K. Kopf

feature : : park rangers vs. pack goats
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agricultural and breed associations. 
Above all, we must support 
research efforts to determine 
the risk and management 
protocol for domestic goats 
regarding this new concern. r

We’re here for what’s next.
800-237-7193 ext. 10 - sheepandgoatfund.com

The NLPA Sheep and Goat Fund assists the U.S. sheep and goat industries 
by financing projects that strengthen and enhance the production and 
marketing of sheep and goats and their products. It is a valuable tool to 
expand your operation and take it beyond the farm gate. Learn how you 
can benefit from the fund at sheepandgoatfund.com.

Invest in equipment and                       
business development

Facilitate flock/herd expansion

Improve marketing and product quality

NAPGA STATEMENT:
“Goat Packing really started in 

the early 70s when a young wildlife 
biologist turned to the pack goat 
in desperation for the perfect pack 
animal to carry his equipment 
into the backcountry while doing 
research on bighorn sheep. The 
pack goat community, consisting 
mostly of hunters, hikers, fisherman, 
researchers and outdoor enthusiasts, 
have been using pack goats on the 
landscape for over 40 years.

“There has never been a disease 
transmission occurrence or die-off 
because of a 'pack goat' meeting or 
coming into contact with bighorn 
sheep or mountain goats and we 
want to keep it that way. As strong 
advocates for the safety of all wildlife 
and as good stewards of the land, I 
believe that the testing for M.ovi and 
other diseases of concern for our pack 

goats should be considered mandatory. 
It’s the right thing to do. The North 
American Pack Goat Association is 
strongly committed to the use of Best 
Management Practices and only the 
use of M.ovi-negative pack stock. We 
want to make recreational goat packing 
bulletproof. There is still so much 
that we don’t know about M.ovi and 
taking precautions is critical. It’s our 
responsibility to be educated and aware 
of M.ovi and the issues of concern. We 
take that responsibility very seriously.

“I strongly believe that education 
and awareness are the critical keys 
to developing Best Management 
Practices that will pilot absolutely 
bulletproof recreational goat packing 
anywhere wild sheep or goats are 
present. We can do this and we will.”

Curtis King, President, North 
American Pack Goat Association.

Karen and her husband Dale 
own Kopf Canyon Ranch in  
Moscow, Idaho. They enjoy 
"goating" together and helping 
others goat. They raise Kikos 
primarily, but are experimenting 
with crosses for their new  
favorite goating experience: 
pack goats! You can learn more 
about them at Kopf Canyon 
Ranch on Facebook or  
www.kikogoats.org. 
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SAVING THE
ICELANDIC
GOAT

A PASSIONATE YOUNG 
woman and her family 
battle against cultural 

and legal obstacles to save a 
unique and endearing rare goat 
breed, the Icelandic goat. Her 
animals starred in a scene in Game 
of Thrones and won the affection 
of audiences worldwide. Her 
international crowdfunding 
campaign saved them from the 
brink of extinction. But her struggle 
did not stop there, as she strives 
to make her farm sustainable.

A beautiful white buck, 
Casanova, and 19 of his companion 
Icelandic goats, formed the goat 
cast in episode six of season four 
of Game of Thrones. In this scene, 

Drogon (Khaleesi Daenerys 
Targaryen’s mightiest dragon) 
breathes fire over the herd and 
snatches up Casanova. Of course, 
this was only acting and computer 
animation. Casanova came to no 
harm. The director, Alik Sakharov, 
found the buck so charismatic that 
he couldn’t resist making him a star.

In the real world, survival risks 
of the Icelandic goat have been less 
dramatic, but just as threatening. 
Marginalized by farming practices 
and cultural attitudes, this rare goat 
breed has been close to extinction 
twice. This would still be the case if 
it were not for the efforts of Jóhanna 
Bergmann Thorvaldsdóttir at 
Háafell Farm in western Iceland. 

WHY IS THE ICELANDIC 
GOAT ENDANGERED?

Jóhanna was born on the farm 
when it mainly raised sheep. Most 
Icelandic farmers, including her 
parents, perceived goats as naughty, 
bad, smelly, and inedible. Sheep 
have been favored in Iceland for 
centuries. Goats were seen as 
only fit for poor people. However, 
Jóhanna sees them as an important 
genetic resource, productive 
livestock, and lovable companions.

Icelandic goats originate from the 
settlement of the country around 
930 CE, when they arrived with 
Norwegian Vikings and their 
captured British women. They 
have had 1100 years to adapt 

by Tamsin Cooper

feature : : icelandic goats
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from their Norwegian roots to 
the particular environment of 
Iceland. Few animals have been 
imported since and there has been 
a ban on animal imports since 
1882. The country’s isolation has 
resulted in tough, cold-weather 
animals and unique breeds of 
goat, sheep, horse, and chicken.

A severely cold period during 
the 13th century brought about a 
preference for sheep, due to the 
warmth of their wool and the 
high fat content of their meat. 
The goat population waned, 
dropping to about 100 head 
during the mid-to-late 19th 
century. A return to popularity 
for goats' milk in seaside villages 
and small towns peaked briefly 
during the 1930s. This boosted the 
population to about 3000 head. 

But after the war, goat keeping 
was forbidden in urban areas, 
and the cultural stigmatization 
against Icelandic goats grew. In 

the 1960s, only 70–80 individuals 
were left. Somehow they managed 
to escape extinction through the 
few owners who kept them as 
pets. By the 1990s, there were 
still fewer than 100 head. These 
bottlenecks not only threatened 
their survival as a breed but 
also resulted in inbreeding.

CONSERVATION THROUGH GOAT 
FARMING AND CROWDFUNDING

In 1989, Jóhanna left her nursing 
career in Reykjavik, Iceland's 
capital, to move back to the family 
farm. She initially raised sheep 
and chickens, but soon adopted 
some pet goats when a friend 
was no longer able to keep them. 
As a lifelong goat lover, she was 
delighted to welcome them. In 1999, 
she rescued four hornless brown 
goats from slaughter. These goats 
added valuable genetic diversity 
to her herd. She could see the 
only way to save this breed was 
to find a market for their produce. 

She focused on building the herd 
and developing different product 
ideas. Frustratingly, regulations 
placed a 10-year quarantine on the 
farm after adopting animals from 
a different region. Undeterred, 
she grew roses, made rose jelly, 
gave tours, and expanded her 
agritourism ideas. But she was not 
allowed to sell any goat products 
for those 10 years. Then, as she 
emerged from the restriction, the 
banking crisis of 2008 hit hard, 
and her bank withdrew funding.

In September 2014, the farm 
was to be put up for auction, and 
390 goats, 22 percent of the total 
population of Icelandic goats, 
were destined for slaughter. 
Minnesota-born chef and food 
writer Jody Eddy had already 
promoted the farm through her 
cookbook and culinary tour. Now 
she launched a crowdfunding 
campaign which raised $115,126 
through 2,960 backers worldwide. 

Marginalized by  
farming practices  

and cultural attitudes,  
this rare goat breed  

has been close  
to extinction twice.

Icelandic goat buck, credit: Helgi Halldórsson/Flickr CC BY-SA 2.0
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This enabled Jóhanna to negotiate with her bank 
and continue her mission. "The goats and the 
farm are safe," she said, "and we can carry on."

RAISING DEMAND FOR ICELANDIC GOAT PRODUCTS
Now she continues raising goats and selling their 

products, but the fight doesn't end there. Despite 
seeking government protection for this rare goat breed, 
subsidies are very small unless the animals make a 
contribution to the general market. 
According to Ólafur Dýrmundsson 
of the Farmers’ Association, “What 
I think is the 
key to securing the future of the 
goat, and what would conserve the 
population, is to utilize the output 
of the goat. These products need to 
enter the general market. In Iceland 
the funding system for sheep farmers is based on 
productivity. If goat farmers were to enter that system, 
they would have to prove their production value.”

The government is obliged to protect the Icelandic 
goat breed under the conservation agreement 
signed by Iceland at the UN Rio Convention in 
1992. However, progress has been slow and market 
restrictions stifling. Jón Hallsteinn Hallsson, chairman 

of the Agricultural Ministry’s genetics committee, 
said, "On one hand, we are concerned for the genetic 
diversity of the Icelandic goat. Then additionally, 
this farm is in a unique position as the only goat 
farm in the country where there is any possibility 
of utilizing the products for the general market. We 
believe that serious innovative work has been done."

Jóhanna has been actively developing new products 
and seeking new markets. But despite the support of 

experts and officials, the insular 
nature of the market poses huge 
obstacles. Restrictions on the sale 
of unpasteurized milk products 
apply to both imported and 
domestic products. This regulation 
stems from the fact that Iceland’s 
livestock are isolated by the 
confines of the island, and are 

therefore susceptible to foreign diseases, from which 
they have no immunity. There is an uncommonly low 
rate of livestock disease in Iceland, but this lesson 
was learned the hard way. After importing foreign 
sheep in 1933, a cull amounting to 600,000 head was 
required to control infectious diseases. The government 
perceives raw milk and its products as a great human 
health risk. Permission to market unpasteurized 

Cuddling kids at Háafell Farm, credit: QC/Flickr CC BY 2.0

"If you're trying to save  
a breed, you have to  
use what they give,"  
explains Jóhanna.

feature : : icelandic goats
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dairy products requires lengthy 
negotiations and tight controls. In 
2012, an organic cow dairy, Biobu, 
gained a license to sell and export 
raw milk products. The road is long, 
but possible, as Jóhanna pursues her 
ambition of making goat cheese.

MAKING USE OF THE WHOLE GOAT
On the other hand, Jóhanna 

enthusiastically promotes goat 
milk benefits. She explains how goats' milk has helped 
infants and allergy sufferers. Her goats' milk is used 
to make chèvre and feta cheese, transformed by an 
artisan dairy in western Iceland. Cheese and meat are 
much in demand. The family delivers to Reykjavik and 
has sales outlets in the city, including a delicatessen 
and a restaurant. They hold regular market stalls and 
run their own farm shop on site at Háafell Farm.

The shop sells creations from all imaginable parts of 
a goat: using milk, meat, fat, fiber, and hide. "If you're 
trying to save a breed, you have to use what they give," 
explains Jóhanna. The shelves display crafts made from 
goat hide, cashmere wool, goat milk soap and lotions, 
homemade jellies and syrups, preserved sausages, and 
goats' cheese. Goat milk ice cream can also be bought 
or served in the on-site café. The farm shop forms part 
of a larger initiative to attract tourism. Jóhanna and her 
husband, Thorbjörn Oddsson, opened the Icelandic 
Goat Center in July 2012. They offer tours of the farm, a 
talk on the history of the breed, cuddles with the goats, 
and a leisurely wander around the farm, followed by 
a tasting of their products and refreshments in the 
café. The recent tourist boom in Iceland has helped the 
family to get by. They had around 4000 visitors in 2014.

CUDDLY, FRIENDLY GOATS
Tourists are amazed by the friendliness of the goats, 

and it is clear how much Jóhanna loves them all. The 
goats are not frightened to approach strangers. A 
cuddle with a baby goat is a highlight of every tour. 
These gentle creatures often fall asleep in visitors' 
arms. During the summer, the goats are free to range 
around the farm's pastures and the adjacent hillside. 
The valley enjoys a relatively mild microclimate which 
encourages grass to grow lush and green. The goats 
spontaneously gather together overnight to rest in 

a natural cave or in a barn near 
the farm. In the morning, they 
spread out over pastureland and 
the hillside in small groups of two 
to five individuals. Females prefer 
to stick together, accompanied by 
their kids. The does are known to 
develop firm friendship bonds. 
Males spontaneously form a 
separate group that does not join the 
females until the breeding season. 

Otherwise, males and females choose to rest, shelter, 
and browse in segregated groups. The gentleness of the 
breed is notable. Despite their wild-ranging lifestyle, 
they readily come running for a cuddle from Jóhanna.

Icelandic goats are small, long-haired, white, with 
various black and brown markings. Their cashmere 
undercoats are very thick to protect them from the cold 
climate. When brushed out, the cashmere provides 
a beautiful, soft wool for making fiber and felt. This 
fiber is different from that of mohair goat breeds, 
like Angora and type A Pygora, which produce a 
soft, fine, silky thread. Cashmere is fine, very warm, 
and gives a halo effect to the wool. In the 1980s, 
Scotland imported Icelandic goats to create their 
own Scottish Cashmere goat breed by crossing with 
breeds from Siberia, New Zealand, and Tasmania.

Jóhanna's passion for her goats and her 
determination to continue goat farming give hope for 
this rare breed, which now numbers approximately 
900 head nationwide. The Icelandic Goat Center is 
approximately a two-hour drive from Reykjavik, 
through the remote and beautiful countryside of 
Thingvellir National Park, and could be combined with 
a visit to Hraunfossar waterfall. The center is open on 
summer afternoons, but the family welcomes visitors 
at other times by arrangement. What a veritable 
treat for the gastronome and goat lover alike! r

Jóhanna's goats' milk 
 is used to make  
chèvre and feta  

cheese, transformed  
by an artisan dairy in 

western Iceland.
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photo essay : : fuzzy love photography

Capturing the Bond Between 
Human and Animal

photos by DAWN MCBRIDE

ORIGINALLY FROM PORT DALHOUSIE, 
Ontario, Canada, I’ve had the immense fortune 
of living in New York, California and plenty 

of stops in between. Having grown up with a dad who 
is a professional photographer, I was lucky to gain a 
love of photography from an early age. We’d spend 
summers in Nova Scotia with my Gram, driving up 
and down the coast, photographing the lighthouses, 
and hiking in the mountains of Utah to photograph 
the changing leaves. We turned my mother’s laundry 
room into our own personal dark room to develop 
the film. This was back in the dark ages before digital 
photography was even a known concept by a teenager 
like me. Our laundry/darkroom lasted until around 
6:00pm that night, when Mom kicked us out and 
banned us from hanging soggy pictures above her 
newly washed and folded linens. All good things 
must come to an end … some sooner than others. 

Despite the years I’ve enjoyed photography, it wasn’t 
until 2013 that I realized how much I absolutely love 
photographing animals. Landscapes are beautiful, 
flowers are pretty, and people are wonderful. But 
animals? Animals have no pretense. They have 
nothing to prove and can’t help but be their perfectly 

unique selves. Something happens to my soul when 
I see a dog gleefully running straight toward me, 
ears flapping, tongue lolling, and I can’t help but get 
caught up in the contagious euphoria. To me, this is 
the definition of pure, unadulterated happiness. 

In 2013, I adopted my little Milo, a border collie/
husky mutt who has been the absolute fuzzy 
love of my life. In July 2017, I launched my pet 
and animal photography business, Fuzzy Love 
Photography, named for my photography muse. 

Starting my own business means that I’m also my 
own bookkeeper, project manager and marketing 
director, among other things. There are days when I 
question the sanity of my decision to dive into this 
venture. But then, I go out on a shoot. I see the bond 
between animal and human and it’s my “job” to capture 
it. I fall in love with the process all over again and think 
what an immense privilege it is to be able to witness the 
devotion and love being shared right before my eyes 
and I can’t help but wonder, can a gal get any luckier? 

 Sincerely,

 Dawn McBride

I see the bond  
between  
animal and human  
and it’s my “job”  
to capture it.

If you happen to find yourself in the Salt Lake City area, I would love to get in touch. I can be found at:
WEBSITE: Fuzzylovephoto.com  |  INSTAGRAM: fuzzy_love_photography  |  FACEBOOK: @fuzzylovephotography
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 To me, this is the definition of pure, unadulterated happiness.
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Animals have no pretense. They have nothing to prove and  
can’t help but be their perfectly unique selves.

photo essay : : fuzzy love photography
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I fall in love with the process all 
over again and think what an 
immense privilege it is to be able 
to witness the devotion and love 
being shared right before my 
eyes and I can’t help but wonder, 
can a gal get any luckier? 
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goat care 101

How Long is Goat Gestation?
by JANET GARMAN

WHEN RAISING DAIRY GOATS, 
the first step is breeding the doe. You 
may then wonder, "How long is goat 

gestation?" Taking a look through the entire process 
will set you up for a more successful start.

BREEDING THE DOE: PRE-BREEDING CHECKLIST
Deciding whether to breed the doe should include 

several factors. For first time breeders, look at 
physical maturity of the doe. Has she finished most 
of her growth? Are the teats well formed? Look 
at udder conformation. Most breeds reach sexual 
maturity by five to six months of age, but you may 
want to wait until eight to twelve months before 
breeding. If your doe is on the smaller side of breed 
size, choose a buck that is also smaller. Otherwise, 
she may have trouble delivering large kids.

If you are repeat-breeding the doe, look at your 
goat's gestation history, since this can help you avoid 

problems after breeding. Does that had issues 
in the past may not have them with subsequent 
kiddings, but be prepared to assist with problems 
such as delivery emergencies, rejected kids, 
milk fever, and low milk production.

Before breeding, some goat owners will 
flush her, to bring up pre-pregnancy weight. 
Flushing is done by adding extra grain or higher-
quality forage to the doe's diet and can cause 
her to release more eggs during estrus, thereby 
increasing the chances of a successful breeding.

SEASONAL BREEDERS
Most goat breeds, including most dairy breeds, are 

seasonal breeders, meaning they come into a season of 
estrus for a few months out of the year. This includes 
Pygoras, a fiber-producing breed. Nigerian Dwarf, 
Boers, Spanish, fainting goats, and pygmy goats are 
year-round breeders. When breeding the doe, look 

If you are  
repeat-breeding  
the doe, look at your  
goat's gestation history, 
since this can help you 
avoid problems  
after breeding.

Photo credit: Carrissa Larsen of Feather and Scale Farm
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for estrus. Tail-wagging, bleating, 
and a mucus discharge from the 
vulva are some common signs of 
goat reproduction. She will have 
an estrus cycle approximately 
every 20 days. During the two or 
three days that she is in heat, the 
ovaries release eggs. If breeding 
occurs during this time, the doe 
will likely end up pregnant.

In most breeds, fertility cycles 
occur late summer into late fall or 
early winter. Commonly, does will 
be in estrus or heat during August, 
September, and October. If you 
have a buck in with the does, he 
will also alert you to a doe in heat. 
Bucks have distinct behavior during 
breeding season, including tongue 
flapping and a distinctly unpleasant 
smell from the urine. Be cautious 
when thinking about running a 

buck with the herd. If he has access 
to the does all the time, it is harder 
to estimate when the kidding will 
take place. While many does can 
and do give birth unassisted, even 
in the field, occasionally assistance 
or emergency methods are needed. 
Knowing approximately when 
your does will kid gives you a 
chance to be on hand to assist.

Keep in mind that even older 
does, that should not be bred any 
longer, will still cycle and have 
a heat. They often have more 
problems with goat gestation. If you 
do not want to put an older female 
at risk of a problem goat pregnancy, 
make sure she has no contact with 
a buck during breeding season.

Goat gestation is approximately 
150 days. Of course, this will 
vary based on individuals and 

breeds. Knowing how long a doe 
is pregnant is key to scheduling 
your kidding season. Breed 
the doe to kid at a convenient 
time by counting back from 
the desired time frame.

WHAT TO DO WHILE YOUR DOE IS 
EXPECTING

For most of the goat's gestation 
period, you won't need to change 
her routine. If the doe is in good 
condition before breeding, she 
will be able to breeze through 
the pregnancy. Add additional 
care during the last few days.

At 100 days, increase the feed 
according to the recommendations 
from the feed company. Trimming 
hair from the udder and crotch area 
may be needed, depending on the 
goat. In selenium-deficient areas, 

Photo credit: Carrissa Larsen of Feather and Scale Farm
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give selenium injections one month 
before the due date. If you are 
unsure if your area's soil is deficient 
in selenium, ask your livestock vet 
or a county ag-extension agent. 
In addition, many goat breeders 
will give a vitamin booster of 
A, D, and E around day 135.

As kidding time approaches, 
prepare smaller birthing areas in 
your barn. A larger stall can be 

sectioned off into a few kidding 
pens so the doe can labor and 
deliver in a quiet environment. 
Line the floor with deep straw and 
prepare your emergency kidding 
supplies, keeping these supplies 
close at hand. Few goats will 
wait to go into labor while you 
run back to the house to collect 
supplies. And while I believe 
that most goats don't need us in 

order to deliver healthy kids, you 
will be so glad you prepared for  
emergencies if problems happen.

WHEN LABOR BEGINS
Goat labor signs are individual. 

Some does will want to wander 
away from the flock. Vocalizing is 
common; some does become quite 
loud. The udder fills, although 
this can also happen right before 
kids appear! The ligaments 
around the tail relax and become 
mushy. The doe may bite at her 
sides and make soft sounds to 
her baby. She may seek you out 
or totally try to get away from 
you. It's different with each doe.

WHAT IS IN A GOAT KIDDING KIT?
Nitrile exam gloves, lots of 

dry towels, and a suction bulb 
top the list. Add a lubricant 
such as obstetric jelly or olive 
oil, in case you need to assist 
with turning a kid from a bad 
birth position. Iodine is useful 
for dipping umbilical cord ends. 
Most of the time, the cord will 
stretch and separate as the sac is 
cleaned off and the kid detaches 
from the uterus. Occasionally, 
a long cord may need to be 
clamped off. There are clamps 
on the market for this purpose.

For the doe, I add a bottle of 
molasses. A welcome drink of 
warm water with added molasses 
helps the doe continue to care for 
the kid or kids. You can help her 
dry off the kids, if she is too tired 
and if it doesn't add more stress.

Each time you breed the doe, 
you will learn more and become 
more confident. Learning what to 
look for, length of goat gestation, 
and knowing the best time to breed 
helps produce a good outcome. r
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Caring for Rejected Kid Goats

by JANET GARMAN

WHATEVER THE reason 
behind it, a rejected kid 
goat needs care right 

away. There isn't much we can do 
to prevent rejection but we can be 
ready to step in when necessary.

If a doe refuses to care for 
the newborn, it is a life and 
death matter for that kid. It's 
intense at first. Baby goats eat 
frequently throughout the day 
and even require night feeding. 
Dehydration, scours and a general 
failure to thrive can occur.

One of the cutest things you will 
ever encounter in farm living is a 

baby goat drinking from a baby 
bottle. Those tiny kid goats can 
really work hard to receive the 
nutrition they need. Unless you 
love being sleep-deprived, the 
cuteness wears a little thin after a 
few nights. Because of this, most 
goat breeders hope that the does 
will all be wonderful, nurturing 
mothers after delivery. The causes 
of rejection could be a number 
of factors. Some of these can be 
quickly remedied and the kid then 
allowed to nurse naturally. Other 
times, nothing we try will coax 
a doe into accepting the hungry 

newborn. Take a look at some of 
the factors which come into play.

HEREDITY
Maternal instinct is a strong 

urge. When a new mom sees her 
kid, she instinctively takes over the 
care and protection. The doe will 
encourage her kid to nurse after 
she has cleaned it off from delivery. 
Keeping records of this behavior 
for your breeding does is helpful. 
When you notice that a particular 
doe is not as strong as she should 
be in the maternal qualities, that 
could be a trait passed down in her 
genetics. This is a good question 
to ask when purchasing a future 
breeding doe. If the doe was a 
bottle baby because her mother 
refused to care for her, take that 
information into consideration.

HEALTH OF THE DOE
Was the doe in top condition 

heading into goat gestation? If 
a doe is not healthy, she may 
reject her kid. Healthy, strong 
does will make better mothers.

DIFFICULT LABOR AND BIRTH  
OR INFECTIONS

Did the doe have a tough time 
of delivering her kid? Especially 
with a first time mom, a difficult 

goat care 101
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delivery or lengthy labor can leave 
them confused and depleted. 
Offering grain to nibble, and warm 
water sweetened with molasses, 
might bring her around and restore 
her energy. Then you can try to get 
her to accept the kid goat, again.

Infections of the teats or udder 
can cause a doe to kick the kid 
away. If it hurts her to be nursed, 
she isn't going to be a willing mom. 
An infection on only one side 
may cause her to reject one twin.

The causes of rejection are varied 
and sometimes unknown. There 
are some tactics you can use to 
try to get the doe to accept the 
baby. Keep a careful watch as you 
try any of the following ideas. 
A kid goat can be harmed and 
seriously injured by a mother that 
wants no part of being a mom.

Give the doe some space. If 
you can, hand-milk colostrum 

and bottle feed it to the kid 
while staying close to the doe.

Attempt to bond the pair after the 
doe has had something to eat and 
drink. Make sure no other goats are 
bothering her while she recovers. 
This is why it's good to use birthing 
stalls. The other curious goats can 
make the doe nervous and cause 
her to forget what her job is.

Rub a drop of vanilla on the doe's 
lip and on the rejected kid's anal 
opening to disguise any scent that 
might be bothering the doe. Don't 
let people who wear heavy perfume 
or cologne handle the kids. 

    Hobble the doe and see if she 
will let the rejected kid nurse. This 
might take more than one person 
if the doe becomes agitated. Use 
a halter and a milking stand as 
another method of restraining 
the doe. Often, a few days of 
repeated forced feedings will 
convince the doe to accept and 
feed the rejected kid goat.

Grafting the rejected kid to 
another calm, accepting doe 
sometimes works out. Of course, 
this situation will be different for 
every flock and might be different 
from year to year with the same 

One of the cutest things you will ever  
encounter in farm living is a baby goat  

drinking from a baby bottle. Those tiny kid  
goats can really work hard to receive

the nutrition they need.
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doe. Also, keep in mind that 
the doe that rejects her kid one 
year might be a first rate mom 
the next time that goat kids.

Carrissa Larsen, 
owner of Feather 
and Scale Farm 
in Standish, 
Maine, uses a 
combination of 
dam raising and 
bottle-feeding. 
This practice 
preserves the 
bond between 
the doe and her 
kids. The kids continue to reap 
health benefits of dam raising, 
while Carrissa provides a security 
plan in case the kid goats have 
to be removed from the dam.

In our goat breeding days, we 
had one dam that would not accept 
her kid. The doe was aggressive 
toward the kid and, for it's own 
safety, we brought it into our house 

for the first few days. Once the 
kid was eating well, and strong, 
we returned him to the barn so he 
could grow up as a goat. Although 

we continued to 
bottle-feed him 
throughout the 
day, he often 
tried to nurse 
from the other 
does when their 
kids were eating.  
Ms. Larsen 
had similar 
experiences with 
her rejected kid 

goats from one particular dam. She 
keeps colostrum in the freezer for 
such occurrences and uses either 
milk replacer or fresh goat milk 
from her herd to bottle-feed the 
rejected kid. 
     Some farms leave the kids with 
the herd from day one, even if they 
are being bottle-fed. The argument 
for this is that the kid goats learn 

to eat food, drink water and nibble 
hay earlier if left in the herd. Unless 
there is a serious health concern, 
this should work. Smaller farms 
often do what Feather and Scale 
Farm does and make sure things 
are going well for a day or two 
before returning the rejected kid to 
the herd. For normal goat behavior 
to develop, it is important for 
the kid to learn from the herd.

USING MILK REPLACER WHEN 
CARING FOR A REJECTED KID

When you have a rejected kid, 
feeding is your job for the next 
few weeks. The choices for bottle-
feeding are commercial goat kid 
milk replacer, a homemade milk 
replacer mix, or fresh goat milk 
benefits. Obtaining fresh goat milk 
can become costly if you don't yet 
have an established herd. We were 
fortunate to have a natural grocer 
nearby from which we could buy 
goat milk. Although it was not 
an economical choice, it worked 
and we made the sacrifice. The 
powdered milk replacer, available 
from the farm supply store, was 
not working for our rejected kid. 
Carrissa Larsen recommends 
Advance Milk Replacer for Kids, as 
an option. You can also try to obtain 
fresh goat milk from a clean-tested 
goat dairy farm near your home.

WHAT TYPE OF BOTTLES SHOULD 
YOU USE FOR A REJECTED KID?

When we began our breeding 
program and were expecting the 
arrival of kid goats, we stocked 
up on every conceivable item 
that might be needed. Livestock 
feeding bottles were part of the 
kit. However, since our Pygora 
goats are a smaller breed, the 

Also, keep in mind 
that the doe that  

rejects her kid one 
year might be a  

first rate mom the next 
time that goat kids.

Photo credit: Carrissa Larsen of Feather and Scale Farm
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nipples and bottles were too large 
for our rejected kid. We ended 
up using baby bottles from the 
discount store and making the 
nipple openings just a little bit 
bigger. I have since learned that 
many goat owners follow this 
same practice. Commonly, the 
Pritchard nipple is suggested 
for bottle-feeding. It works well 
with any plastic bottle, such as 
soda bottles or water bottles. The 
livestock nipples seem to mostly be 
geared to larger  breeds and calves. 
You may be able to find smaller 
nipples specifically for smaller 
goat breeds by shopping through 
a goat farming supply website.

While feeding the rejected kid 
from a bottle, it is important to hold 
the bottle above their head at an 

angle. This closely mimics 
the stance the kid goat 
would take while nursing 
the doe. It allows milk to 
bypass the undeveloped 
rumen and go through 
to the other three 
stomachs, for digestion 
and nutrient absorption.

HOW MUCH MILK DOES 
A REJECTED KID GOAT 
NEED?

The answer to this 
question will vary due 
to the size of the kid and 
breed. Smaller breeds will 
have smaller kids. There is a fine 
line between feeding enough for 
growth and letting the kid gorge 
on milk. As a general rule the first 
week of feedings, after colostrum, 

is in the neighborhood of four to 
six ounces for small breeds and six 
to eight ounces for larger breeds. 
Repeat the bottle feedings four 
times per day. The second week, 
increase the amount offered and 
continue until the amount per 
feeding is close to 10 to 12 ounces 
per feeding. As time progresses, 
begin to offer soft hay, creep feed, 
and pans of drinking water. Slowly 
decrease the amount fed by bottle, 
and bottle-feedings per day, as you 
see the rejected kid begin to eat. 
Most kid goats are weaned and 
eating well by 12 weeks of age.

From my own experience and 
from talking to other goat breeders, 
caring for a rejected kid goat is 
likely to be part of your life at 
some point when raising goats. 
Being prepared by monitoring the 
expectant does closely, preparing 
birthing pens, and having backup 
colostrum in the freezer and 
supplies on hand will give you a 
leg up on a successful outcome. 
Rejected kids are adorable and fun 
to watch as they grow and thrive 
from good care and management. r
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A commonly used recipe for 
homemade goat milk replacer 
uses the following ingredients:

♦  1 gallon of  
homogenized whole milk

♦  1 can of evaporated milk

♦  1 cup of buttermilk
Shake gently before  

filling bottles each time.
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The Kidding Kit, Simplified:
Be Ready for Goat Delivery

by  LACEY HUGHETT

AS WITH HUMANS, ample planning is 
needed prior to a goat delivery. And in a 
perfect world, this exciting time would go 

by without a hitch, and usually does go well, but 
sometimes goes wrong in every conceivable way.

This guide is not meant to panic inexperienced 
owners but rather prepare them for the instance 
when things do not go as planned.

Keeping certain items in your barn or a go-bag 
can make life easier for you and your animals when 
those goat labor signs begin. Some can be easily 
found around the house or at a department store, 

but you'll have to buy others at actual feed store or 
online. Once you have the items assembled, it is key 
to keep them together, clean, and easily accessible.

In addition to staying close to your goat when 
labor is near, provide a clean, warm kidding area. 
A bale of basic straw works well for bedding.

Some goats will scream while giving birth. I only had 
this happen a couple of times, but it was profoundly 
disturbing. Some will just get it over with. I have one 
mama that I’ve never seen in goat delivery. For three 
years in a row, I’ll go out to check on her and she’ll 
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suddenly have a new baby, who is 
always dry, warm, and content.

GOAT DELIVERY TOOLS FOR  
BABY ...

If you are present for the birth, 
make sure you clean the nose 
and mouth. A nasal aspirator 
can clear these airways.

Keeping the new baby warm is 
key, so keep a set of towels to dry 
the kid. I once had a goat delivery 
in the middle of a blizzard. Not 
in a barn, but in the actual snow 
because the doe didn’t want to have 
her kid in her house. Goats will not 
care about timing in the least. Heat 
lamps, securely attached to the barn 

or goat house, can aid in warming 
the kid, as can heating pads if 
they get extremely cold. I saved a 
kid during an emergency with a 
heating pad and hair dryer. Don’t 
be afraid of bringing a kid in your 
house if you're raising baby goats 
in cold weather. We’ve all done it.

Once the kid is dry and happy, 
tend to the umbilical cord. The 
mother should take care of it. If 
she didn’t or the cord is too long, 
tie unscented dental floss around 
the cord and cut it using sterilized 
scissors. You can easily sterilize 
scissors using alcohol wipes. 
Perhaps keep medical clamps 
on hand in case the bleeding 

doesn’t stop, but the dental floss 
has always worked for me. Once 
the umbilical cord is trimmed, 
dip it in Betadine or any other 
povidone-iodine solution to remove 
bacteria and foreign material.

GOAT DELIVERY TOOLS FOR 
MAMA ...

The doe needs some love, 
attention, and care too! Anyone 
who has given birth knows that 
it is a taxing process, so I give my 
new mama some energy-dense 
snacks like oats, grain, molasses, 
and honey, along with fresh water. 
Udder balm is wonderful to have in 
your birthing bag, because the doe's 
comfort is crucial to overall health 
of the baby. A doe with sore udders 
may not be willing to nurse a kid.

I use antibacterial soap to wash 
the doe’s udder prior to using balm, 
so the area is clean and ready for 
the kid. I also use teat dip, which 
helps prevent mastitis and can 
be applied using a small cup.

Never milk a doe before her kid 
is born, because the baby needs 
the colostrum that comes out first. 
If the kid isn’t nursing, the doe 
turns the kid away, or something 
happened to the doe during 
labor, you will need to feed the 
kid. Have backup colostrum, kid 
milk replacer, and goat bottles on 
hand and learn about caring for 
rejected kid goats. Kids need small 
amounts of milk several times a 
day to avoid getting milk sickness.

Keep a thermometer with 
you, in case you suspect your 
goats may be sick. Pro tip: the 
average temperature for both 
doe and kid is between 102-103 
degrees Fahrenheit. When a goat 
falls ill, temperature is among 
the first indicators to change. 
Take goat temperatures rectally, 
and procedure may be different 
depending on the goat, so it is 
important to know your herd. 
KY jelly or other water-based 

THE KIDDING KIT
In short, pack the following  

goat delivery supplies:

Have you used a prepared kidding kit for a goat delivery? 
 What other items would you recommend packing?

	Nasal aspirator

	Scissors with  
 alcohol wipes

	Betadine

	Dental floss

	Towels

	Teat dip with teat  
 dipping cups

	Udder balm

	Lubricant

	Thermometer

	Disposable gloves

	Disposable syringes

	Flashlight with  
 back-up batteries

	Veterinarian contact  
 information

Have these things on 
hand and stored correctly:

	Milk replacer

	Back-up colostrum

	Goat bottles

	CDT vaccines

	Heat lamps

	Camera
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Kid BlanKets

Shop online: uddertechinc.com

Quick releaSe 
buckleS-no velcro 

to get matted

machine waSh 
and dryfor warmth

3M and Thinsulate are trademarks of 3M

888.438.8683

Available in:

$18.99

lubricant may be used for insertion. 
Disposable gloves are also useful.

Another medical-type supply 
to keep in bulk are disposable 
syringes, which can inject any 
number of medications or 
vaccinations. For example, by 5-6 
weeks of age, you’re going to want 
to give your kid the CDT vaccine. 
Read the label and follow dosing 
information found on the bottle.

… AND A LITTLE SOMETHING  
FOR YOU!

Other, more broad things are 
useful to have, such as a flashlight 
with backup batteries. Take it 
from me, it is not fun to fiddle 
with a cell phone flashlight, 
with a dying battery, at a three-
in-the-morning goat delivery.

In case anything goes seriously 
wrong or you feel uncertain 
and need to ask questions, keep 
contact information for local 
large animal veterinarians and, if 
possible, a more experienced goat 
owner. Both may prove invaluable 
during a crucial moment.

Don't forget a camera so you 
can take beautiful pictures of your 
new babies and share them with 
everybody you know. Even if 
you don’t plan on sharing these 
photos, you will want them later 
to remember that you survived 
your first goat delivery. 

Good luck with your kidding! r

USDA MICROCHIPS   USDA MICROCHIPS   USDA MICROCHIPS   
often same day shippingoften same day shippingoften same day shipping   

877-330-3943       
www.EZidAvid.com 

Sales@EZidAvid.com 

 Quality products & great prices. 

 Microchips available as USDA, 
Avid, Euro and ISO code. 

 Avid MiniTracker readers for 
FAST, ACCURATE  read   
EVERYTIME! 

Quality U.S. made Avid  
products provided by EZid, 

the Livestock Division. 
We appreciate You and it 

shows in our service. 

Registered  
Nigerian Dwarf  

& American Alpine 
Dairy Goats

Healthy Tested Herd CAE and CL Free  
Excellent Bloodlines! Handmade Soaps  

& Natural Body Care

Julie & Ron Kolbeck
Salem, SD 57058 • (605) 247-3220

www.carlbsfarm.com
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Poisonous Plants for Goats: 
Avoiding Dastardly Disasters

by  KATHERINE DROVDAHL MH CR CA CEIT DIPHIR QTP 

DARN IT. My normally 
well-behaved 13-year-
old LaMancha, Timmie, 

had wandered past her normal 
snack of salal and Oregon grape 
leaves. Gazing at the edge of my 
yard as I headed to the house 
for a quick errand, I found fresh 
bite marks and missing sections 
of leaves on a rhododendron. I 
knew I couldn’t ignore this.

I grabbed my cayenne and DTox 
and went to work within just 
minutes of her forbidden salad 
consumption. Other than being a 
bit more tired/sleepy than normal 
for the following 24 hours, we had 
her back up to normal speed in 
less than a day without any other 
symptoms. And yes, the barnyard 

is being fenced in this spring. 
Meanwhile, Timmie is on barn 
arrest, even though the incident 
was 100 percent my fault for 
trusting a goat to stay out of them!

Nowhere can we find an "all 
inclusive" list of toxic or poisonous 
plants for goats, and most of those 
lists will be generalized for all 
livestock or specific livestock. I 
will go over just a few to watch 
out for. Your local veterinarian, 
county extension office, and 
your state or local jurisdiction 
veterinary college can give you a 
list of additional problem plants 
often found in your area.

Good plants can develop into a 
dangerous toxic condition called 
enterotoxemia if goats overeat 

on any plant they are not used 
to. I avoid problems by taking 10 
days to change feeds or slowly 
introduce new ones, as well as 
examining all hay for unknown 
or known problem plants. I also 
make sure that my greedy goats 
are well fed in their paddock 
in the morning, before they are 
allowed out in their pasture, to 
reduce the likelihood of overeating 
on something. In addition, I do 
not feed brush from friends or 
neighbors, as it is too easy to 
have offending plants mixed in.

Mushrooms are usually only 
ingested if they are mixed in grass 
clippings from weed-eating or 
mowing. Do your goats a favor and 
compost clippings, rather than feed 

Your local veterinarian,  
county extension office 

and your state or 
local jurisdiction  

veterinary college can 
give you a list of  

additional problem 
plants often found in 

your area.
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them, to avoid mushroom and mold 
hepatocidal (liver death) properties.       

Yew is a beautiful coniferous 
small, green-needled tree that is 
popular in landscaping and is an 
American native. Just one bite of 
needles can stop a heart in seconds 
to minutes, which is why you won’t 
find it at our farm. Be watchful at 
livestock exhibitions, as this plant 
can be displayed in and near barns.

Poison hemlock (and also water 
hemlock) is extremely dangerous. 
Children have even perished from 
making straws from its stems. All 
parts of this plant are poisonous, 
whether fresh or dry. Poison 
hemlock prefers moist areas and 
can show up as a single plant 
to large groups and can be from 
several inches tall in a garden bed 
to four feet. Spring is when this 
parsley-looking, white-umbel-
flowered plant with a smooth, 
vascular (open like a straw) stem 
that will be streaked, filled, or 
spotted with purple. I occasionally 
find a plant or two coming up in my 
garden or my flower bed and have 
had it lining pastures. Always wear 

rubber gloves when pulling this 
plant and don’t breathe the volatile 
oils. Stop if you smell the musty, 
mousy scent when you pull it. 
Poison hemlock works by shutting 
down the nervous system, causing 
communication to the heart, lungs 
and brain to slow down to nothing. 
Do not confuse this plant with 
the medicinal, valuable herb and 
feed plant Queen Anne’s Lace or 
Wild Carrot. That plant has a solid, 
thinner, and thicker-density hairy 
stem, without any purple on the 
stems. It likes dry areas and comes 
up in summer. The telltale way to 
identify this plant is to look at the 
inflorescence (flowers). A central 
crimson-colored flower will be 
surrounded by the white flowers.

Rhododendrons and azaleas 
are popular evergreen, spring-
blooming landscape shrubs that are 
also native to the Northwest. They 
can be from a foot tall to cabin-
sized. The leaves and flowers (and 
honey made from the pollen) cause 
a decrease in blood pressure and 
irregular heart beat (arrhythmia), 
nausea and vomiting. I do not 

know the dosage, but it does not 
take a lot of "rhody" leaves to kill 
a goat. And if you are unable to 
get them turned around, they 
will suffer in the process. They 
tend to be attracted to the glossy 
leaves, so this is another plant to 
fence off from wayward goats. 
A friend of mine lost several 
goats last year when they ended 
up at a neighbor’s and mowed 
down several plants. With a lot 
of work, she also saved several.

LANDSCAPING PLANTS
There are many landscaping 

plants and flowers that are 
problematic for goats. Some of 
those are boxwood, cotoneaster, 
all types of laurels, oleander, many 
types of lupines (bluebonnets), 
larkspur, delphinium, daffodils, 
and narcissus.

Consuming a quantity of green 
leaves, acorns, or blossoms on 
black, red, or yellow oak trees can 
be disastrous. The are very high 
in tannins and can cause liver and 
kidney damage, leading to death. 
Oak leaves, piling up in stock 
waters, can leach enough tannins 
to cause the same problems. My 
well-fed goats used to eat fall 
leaves and acorns from white 
oaks without problems other than 
reducing their milk production, 
because white oak still has a tannin 
content, but not as high as the 
others. They did not have access 
to the green leaves of white oaks, 
which would also cause a problem. 
There were about 30 goats fighting 
for a few fallen leaves after their 
morning feeding and milking. I 
certainly wouldn’t have let them 
eat all they could of those, either.

 

Water hemlock (Conium maculatum) flowers look similar to Queen Anne's Lace.
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   Dried or wilted maple leaves 
of all types can cause hemolytic 
anemia, which is a condition 
causing the destruction of red 
blood cells in the bloodstream. Red 
maples are the worst offenders 
because of the amount of leaves 
they can dump in a single day, but 
many types of maples, in the right 
conditions, have caused problems. 
We removed a giant old red maple 
from our pasture when we moved 
here. It’s made lovely firewood 
and a section of the base is in our 
goat pen for a climbing toy.

Leaves in any stage of wilt 
from prunus species plants are 
cyanogenic. Goats usually get into 
this problem when a pit fruit plant 
has leaves fall or blow in, or a 
branch come down, into their pen 
or pasture. Consumption causes 
oxygen in the bloodstream to be 
unusable, which causes suffocation. 
Cherries, plums, prunes, peaches, 
nectarines, pluots, apricots, and 
chokecherry in wild or domestic 

forms are all 
offenders. I do give 
my goats fresh 
prunings of these 
plants. Fresh means 
I cut three or four 
branches at a time 
and toss them in 
the pen. And I only 
toss enough in for 
them to eat within 
10 minutes and they 
need to clear out all 
of the leaves. I don’t 
have remaining 
leaves, feeding this 
way, but if I did I 
would handpick 
them and put them 
in the compost 

or burn pile. If I get distracted 
by a phone call or anything 
else and am standing a few 
minutes, those branches become 
kindling or find the burn pile.

Ponderosa pine needles can 
cause abortion in ruminants, if 
enough are consumed. Because 
goats are attracted to pine needles, 
and because they can be available 
in large quantities on the ground 
in the winter months when 
there isn’t much else to munch 
on, I would want to eliminate 
any ponderosa in my pasture 
if possible. If you want to plant 
pine, there are literally dozens of 
species to choose from that are not 
known to cause this problem.

Bracken or brake ferns are tall and 
thick-stemmed ferns that contain a 
toxin that is accumulative in nature. 
It is an endorphin-causing plant, 
so animals get addicted to it. Goats 
tend to overdose on it faster than 
other animals, since they, by nature, 
are already attracted to brush. They 

should never have access to this 
plant. Get rid of it or fence them out 
of it. Bracken is guilty of causing 
severe anemia from hemorrhaging. 
It is also a carcinogen and can 
cause thiamine deficiency, which 
leads to polioencephalmalacia 
(goat polio) in goats, which is 
also fatal without intervention.

Tomato leaves, stems and 
blooms (uppers), green potato 
skins, and upper parts from datura 
and nightshade plants all contain 
concentrations of alkaloids. These 
alkaloids can cause toxicity from 
eating very little of some (such 
as datura) or, more frequently or 
in a large quantity, of others such 
as tomato leaves and greened 
potato skins. Early symptoms are 
confusion, overheating, vision 
issues, which can head into 
convulsions, coma, and then death.

Rhubarb leaves should never be 
fed to anything in any quantity, 
due to their kidney-destroying 
compounds like an extremely 
high level of oxalic acid.

Besides eliminating all the toxic 
plants you can from your goat’s 
environment, there are some other 
precautions to reduce the likelihood 
of problems. First, we make sure 
our goats are always well fed, every 
morning, while they are contained 
in their paddock. Also make sure 
they always have access to minerals 
such as kelp to avoid deficiencies 
that could get them seeking weird 
plants to fill an unmet need. We 
have eliminated toxic plants and 
trees near pastures as well as fenced 
animals away from problem plants. 
I’ve even removed productive 
prunus species fruit trees (ouch) 
that were next to goat pens. Here’s 
to happy and healthy goats! r

Leaves and fruit indicative of a nightshade plant.
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Beginning Meat Goat Farming
by CURT RUSH

Are you interested in raising meat goats? 
There’s a lot of published advice out 
there. But if you want the best direction, 

ask someone with a successful track record.
I have been involved in goats for just 14 years 

but came from a farming family, raising livestock 
since I was a small child. My goat operation 
currently has 20 head of Boer does, consisting 
of commercial, percentage, and full-blooded 
does, and a 100 percent full-blooded buck.

As did most people, we started with just one goat, 
a Boer doe kid that our son wanted for a 4-H project. 
Our local county fair had started a class on meat 
goat farming, and like most kids, he wanted to try 
it, so we went shopping for a Boer goat. Now mind 
you, this was back in the day before there was really 

any internet, so a lot of phone calls were made and 
a lot of miles were driven while looking for one. 
We settled on a doeling that was unregistered but 
a purebred. He ended up showing in the market 
class since there was no breeding class at that time. 
That doe won Grand Champion Meat Goat against 
all the wethers. And two months later we went to 
our first ABGA-sanctioned commercial show and 
won Champion Commercial Jr. Breeding Doe.

And so we were hooked. That doe went on 
to be one of the best does we ever had; we 
have retained every daughter she had and 
have granddaughters also in our herd.

I like to say we got where we are today on a 
shoestring potato chip budget. At that first open show, 
we were fortunate to have a gentleman introduce 

meat goats
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himself and offer to mentor us in 
this adventure. Kenneth Gilchrist 
had raised just about every known 
breed of goat. He had raised Boer 
goats since they first came to the 
United States in 1993. I took his 
word as gospel, for he had done, 
seen, and experienced it all.

There are several different breeds 
 of meat goats, with Boer as the 
most widely raised. What your 
goal is in meat goat farming? A 
producer can get into different 
meat goat programs:

• Raising 100 percent full-bloods  
 for show and replacement/  
 brood stock.
• Raising percentages for the 
 show ring and for replacement/ 
 brood stock.
• Raising wethers and doe kids  
 for the 4-H/FFA programs.
• Raising meat goats to go 
 to market.
I have a mixed herd of does 

and therefore can market to any 
avenue I desire, but it takes a 

lot of extra hard work. Consider 
a few things before jumping 
into the meat goat business:

What type of land do you have? 
Goats prefer brush and scrub, 
since they are browsers, but can 
be raised on pastures as well. 
Pasture requires more management 
practices like worming, rotational 
grazing, if need be, and providing 
a wide range of grasses for feed. 
Goats can and will thrive in a 
feed lot/dry lot situation but will 
require more intensive management 
practices such as worming, being 
fed a complete feed made especially 
for goats, and being fed some sort 
of roughage (grass hay, alfalfa).

Also, look at housing. In the 
summer, goats often sleep under the 
stars but they will need some sort 
of shelter to get out of weather such 
as rain. Buildings can be anything 
from small huts to big barns; just 
be sure to provide enough shelter 
for all your goats. And depending 
on what time of year you plan on 

kidding the does out, that dictates 
what kind of birthing shelter is 
needed. We will talk more in depth, 
at a later time, about shelters.

Fencing: Woven wire, cattle 
panels, and chain link work, as 
well as most other fencing types, 
but a producer cannot put up 
enough strands of barbed wire 
to keep goats in. Remember 
that goats will stick their heads 
through any opening and will 
catch their horns on the way back 
out. Always be on the lookout 
for goats stuck in your fencing. 
And never stake a goat because 
they are vulnerable if attacked.

After covering the basics of caring 
for goats, it's time to assemble the 
herd. One doe can birth one to six 
kids; twins are the most common. 
A lot of people, myself included, 
breed a young doe at 1-½ years 
old so she will kid when she is 
just turning 2. This allows her 
to be larger and more mature.

To find the ideal meat goat, you 
can place an ad or look through 
Craigslist; Facebook is one of the 
most modern places to look for a 
doe. Check any of the numerous 
Boer goat sales held nationally, 
throughout the year. Avoid sale 
barns unless you know the seller 
and breeder, because that’s where 
everyone sells their junk and culls 
for market. They’re also where 
killer/meat buyers purchase theirs 
for the slaughterhouses. Now, I 
am not saying, “Never buy a goat 
from a sale barn,” but be prepared 
to get what you paid for and 
someone else's cull or trouble.

Prices range from several 
hundred dollars to thousands 
of dollars, depending on if it’s a 
young doeling, or a yearling, or 
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This is part one of a series about raising meat goats. Stay tuned for more 
advice from Curt Rush, such as breeding and nutrition, dealing with health 
issues, and marketing meat goats for profit.

Curt Rush and his wife have 
been raising meat goats for 
14 years. They sell to local 
4-H and FFA kids as well as 
for both the show ring and 
breeding stock. Curt will soon 
attend ABGA Judges School 
in hopes of expanding his 
judging experience to become 
a Registered Sanctioned judge. 

a doe of breeding age. And also 
if it’s a commercial, commercial 
and has been shown, registered, 
registered show quality, 
registered and has been shown.

Steer clear of older does that 
have never kidded, or you may 
risk buying a doe that is unable to 
breed. If the doe has kidded before, 
inquire whether she had multiple 
kids. Twins are great but triplets 
and quads require supplemental 
feeding, pulling kids and grafting 
onto another doe, or raising bottle 
babies. Did she have an easy 
birthing process? A doe that had 
one hard kidding, such as breech 
or tangled kids, won't necessarily 
repeat this scenario, but you should 
be aware of it. Does she have 
mothering instincts, cleans her kids 
in a timely matter, is gentle around 
her kids, and tries to get them to 
nurse on their own? A doe that 
will nurse anyone's kids is almost 
worth her weight in gold. Ask if 
the doe was easy to breed and if 
she settled or had to be rebred 
repeatedly, since does that do 
not settle may be cystic. Does she 
keep her condition up even while 
nursing, or does she require more 
feed than your other does receive? 

(Remember that nursing triplets 
or quads requires more feed to 
produce necessary milk.) Ask what 
the doe's kids weighed at weaning, 
if the owner even weighs the kids, 
to determine what type of milker 
she is and how well her kids grew.

When buying a young doe, these 
questions cannot be answered, but 
try to ask about her mother. No 
matter where you buy a doe, or 
what age, make sure she is healthy, 
has a good hair coat, hooves are not 
overgrown, is not too thin or too 
fat. Look for a doe that has good 
size of a hoof, good size of bone, 
and is nicely balanced. If she is a 
young doe, try to imagine what she 
would look like grown up. If she is 
older, ask about her daughters: are 
they in the herd? Have they kidded 
and were there any problems? I 
also never buy a doe that is within 
30 days of kidding, or has kidded 
less than 30 days ago, because 
neither the doe nor the kids have 
immunity to my place and I risk 
the chance of having sick goats 
or, even worse, goats dying.

Ultimately, you are the one that 
has to look at her every day; so, if 
you like her, that’s what counts. 

I have some pretty ugly does, 
but they sure do reproduce.

One last point about raising 
meat goats: You need access to a 
buck. I recommend a Boer buck, 
because they will produce a 
meatier kid. If you use a crossbred 
Boer buck, there is a chance that 
the kids will take after the other 
breed and not the Boer side. 
Having your own buck makes 

it easier to tell when the doe is in 
heat, as the doe will flag her tail 
and the buck will urinate on his 
beard and front legs and will talk 
(blubber) to the doe. You can breed 
whenever you want to, without 
paying a stud fee to someone else. 
On the downside, a buck requires 
extra-strong fencing and a separate 
pen when they are not running 
with your does. Bucks can get 
aggressive and will continually test 
the limits with you and, as with 
any adult male animal, they need to 
be handled with care. Some bucks 
are very calm, non-aggressive, 
and easy to handle, but I still 
wouldn't turn my back to them.

Getting started with meat goat 
farming can be economical and an 
enjoyable experience, if you take the 
time to prepare for goat ownership 
and select your does and a buck. r

To find the ideal meat goat, you can place an 
ad or look through Craigslist; Facebook is one of 
the most modern places to look for a doe.  
Check any of the numerous Boer goat sales held 
nationally, throughout  the year.
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Phukamyao Goats
Cheesemaking in Thailand

by AMY HADACHEK 

CARING HEARTS, AND A SHARED 
passion for both a relationship with goats 
and sustainability of the land, commonly join 

souls in the same region — or across continents.
A wide-eyed, curious Texan firmly planted his feet, 

and life, in Thailand’s rich soil. Clovis F. “Rusty” 
Hebert, Jr. relocated from Humble, Texas to join his 
wife, Bencharat, in her native country. Rusty taught 
himself how to reap and sow from their land, calling 
both their property and goat farm their “career.”

“I now call Ban San Pa Sak my home. Our 1.2 
acre (6 rai) farm, called ‘Phukamyao Goat Farm 
and Micro Dairy,’ is in Northern Thailand, 110 
kilometers south of the Laos border. I married 
a Thai national; we met in Bahrain. I could not 
resist her beautiful smile, and Thailand was the 
logical place to raise the family. It’s her home.”

Each of their dairy does enjoys five square meters 
of space, says Hebert. “Air circulation 
is massive. The herd is pastured 
daily, weather permitting.”

Their closest major city, Chiang 
Rai, is 110 kilometers away. 
Most of Hebert’s family is still 
in Humble and Louisiana.

THE DYNAMICS OF SELLING GOAT 
DAIRY PRODUCTS IN THAILAND

With no idea where to begin selling, 
Bencharat took pasteurized milk 
around to local folks and businesses.

“This worked,” said Hebert.
He then began experimenting 

with aged cheeses.
“This did not work. We moved 

on to fresh milk products like 

chèvre and cottage cheeses and yogurt in June 
2016. Feta cheese was the next phase. We’re also 
experimenting again with aged cheese. Goat milk 
kefir (a fermented probiotic beverage similar in taste 
and texture to drinkable yogurt) is our main source 
of culture rather than mesophilic or thermophilic. 
The kefir milk has all the same proponents and 
adds unique quality to our products,” said Hebert. 
“Coincidentally, this was about the same time I was 
laid off from my job. I doubled down on making 
goat milk products and now we sell everything the 
herd produces. Customers are waiting in line.”

Their farm is about 500 meters (1/3rd of a mile) from 
their own home. Deep bedding is a unique feature in 
the does’ home, similar to an open plan with no stalls.

“The deep bedding material is layered on bare 
ground with bio-char (carbonized rice hull), teak 
shavings or sawdust, and topped with rice hull,” said 

Rusty and Tan
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Hebert. When they replace it with 
new bedding, the old becomes 
natural fertilizer, loaded with the 
nutrients or waste from the goats. 
It goes back into the land where 
they grow their forage. “There 
is zero odor in our homes.”

“We have no partners. Bencharat 
is the manager and fills many other 
roles. Our daughter Nuttabon 
is the ‘milk boss’ when she’s 
home from University of Phayao. 
Pattharavadee, our youngest, 
helps around the home and 
takes care of the dogs when on 
break from school. Most of the 
time, the herd is cared for by 
my wife and her mother,” said 
Hebert. “It is a huge job.”

To supplement farm income, 
Hebert travels internationally 
every other month, on a seven-
hour flight from Thailand to Oman, 
where he’s employed as a field 
service technician with a major 
oil and gas service company.

“I am considered a commuter. I 
started working overseas in Saudi 
Arabia in 2006. I’ve worked in all 
Arab Gulf countries, Malaysia, 
China, Burma and Indonesia. My 
wife stays home and manages 
the farm. It is a full-time job for 
her but that’s only a fraction of 
the work she does at home. She 
(and I) help with two parents, 
raise two teenage daughters, 
have two pit bull dogs, and three 
‘ankle biters.’ I cannot possibly 
thank my wife enough for all the 
love, hard work and diligence she 
pours into our whole family.”

HOW THE BUSINESS EVOLVED
The Heberts’ farm began as a 

hobby, after Hebert attended an 
Echo Asia Conference on farming 

and sustainability in Thailand and 
Southeast Asia. “Raising dairy 
goats seemed very appealing 
and it didn’t take long for the 
‘fever’ to spread to my wife.”

Hebert’s mind was also bursting 
with ideas about sustainability. 
The family was already gardening, 
growing rice and fruit trees. “We 
added earthworms, fish, ducks and 

chickens. It was unmanageable. 
We decided to focus on goats, 
dairy products, and growing 
our own feed. This has been a 
more workable solution.”

Although dairy products like 
milk are common in Thailand, 
goat milk is not. “Myths about the 
taste of goat milk are numerous,” 
said Hebert. “Once someone tries 
our milk, they’re immediately 
transformed into a fan.”

The goal is to have 50 milkers, 
although the Heberts have enough 
housing and land for 100.

“Goat milk is our prime product. 
Many people prefer raw, so they 
can make what they want from it, 
like cheese, yogurt, soap, lotions, 
or just to benefit from drinking 
the natural flora in the milk.”

The Heberts recently remodeled 
their milking parlor and kitchen 
to accommodate business.

“It is complete. It is beautiful. 
Two dual sinks, counters with 
collection and pasteurizing 
area. Lights everywhere. All 

Bencharat pasteurizing milk

“Myths about the taste 
of goat milk are 
numerous,” said  
Hebert. “Once  

someone tries our 
milk, they’re  
immediately 

transformed into a fan.”
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floors were cemented. We only 
need to add the new multi-goat 
milking stanchion to complete 
the parlor in preparation for 
2018 milking season.”

Although the family sells to 
individuals, they’ve placed some 
milk products in small markets. 
They’re also proud to be the first 
dairy to sell bucks to the University 

of Phayao Agriculture Department 
for their livestock programs and 
also house them there. With nearly 
15 bucks expected at the farm 
soon, they may sell some locally.

THE BREEDS
The Heberts keep mixes of Thai 

Saanen, Sable Saanen, and British 
Alpine goats. 

“We do not have any purebred 
and find it’s not value-added. Our 
goats are common but produce 
uncommon-quality milk,” observed 
Hebert. They have one alpha 
buck, three of his sons, and 19 
does in the herd. When the bucks 
aren’t used for breeding, they 
are separated from the does.

“It is widely accepted that 
housing bucks too close, or with 
does, can give an ‘off flavor’ to 
the milk. We also don’t want 
unexpected pregnancies. We 
prefer to know when does are 
pregnant and approximately when 
they will kid,” said Hebert.

“Sometimes, the does are a bit 
vocal (when in heat), starting as 
early as July, and have bred as late 
as December. We use a breeding 
and kidding calculator developed 
by Fiasco Farm (https://fiascofarm.
com). The kids are separated after 
24 hours but are all hand-raised 
and receive mother’s milk by bottle, 
then we feed them cow milk from a 
neighbor’s farm, after one month.” 
The herd will be closed this year, 

Nuttabon and Mae

The does' main home
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which means they only breed from within the herd. 
It does not take on outside stock, as a management tool 
to prevent infectious disease. “But we know a small 
goat owner we may work with whose goats are 
descendants of our alpha buck.”

Hebert says, “We will improve our biosecurity in 
2018 to prevent infectious disease from spreading 
to our herd.”

GROWING FORAGE
The Heberts grow baby corn, and chop the whole  

plant, after removing the ears for sale or personal 
consumption. The corn silage is stored in locking 
plastic barrels. 

    “We also grow Napier grass, Ruzi grass, Pangola 
hay, banana, mango, and papaya. We use 34 percent 
protein soybean meal, molasses, pineapple silage, and 
a 16 percent protein dairy cow pellet.” Hebert credits 
a mentor, Sanctuary Natural Farms, with developing 
a proprietary vitamin supplement for their ration, 
which they’ve now slightly modified. (https://
www.facebook.com/SanctuaryNaturalFarm/ )

To learn more about Phukamyao Goats, check out 
their website or Facebook page.

Hebert says, “I’ve often dreamed of having 
our farm recognized. Goat Journal is making 
it possible. Wow! I am stoked.” r

For more information about the Phukamyao goats and the farm, visit: 
www.phukamyaogoats.com and on Facebook  

www.facebook.com/Phukamyaogoats/

www.goatschool.com/register
Visit us on Facebook: Goat School • 207-997-3424 • info@goatschool.com 
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• Get the confidence to handle your 
first year of owning dairy goats includ-
ing feeding, kidding, vaccinations, and 
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trimming.
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• Leave with the Goat School® Manual 
for reference and expertise at your 
fingertips. 
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Getting Started Making Goat Cheese 
with Surplus Milk

by  KATE JOHNSON 

GOT MILK? MAKE 
CHEESE! Making 
goat cheese is an 

easy way to use that surplus 
milk for your family.

When raising goats, once the 
babies are weaned, you’re going to 
have way more milk than you can 
handle. The average full-size dairy 
goat produces a gallon or more of 
milk per day, every day. Unless 
you have a very large family with 
an appetite for fresh goat milk, 
cheese is inevitably in your future!

This is why cheese was originally 
made. Storing and transporting 
milk was a tricky endeavor, 
especially when there was little or 
no refrigeration. But when those 
original goat herders took a gallon 
of milk(which weighs about eight 
pounds and sloshes all around 

when you try to carry it) and started 
making goat cheese, they had a 
nice tidy package that weighed 
about one pound and didn’t need 
refrigeration. Those of us with 
dairy animals are faced with the 
same dilemma today: too much 
milk to store and use up before it 
spoils. So try making goat cheese!

For new cheese-makers, here is 
some basic information to get  
you started.

HOW DOES MILK  BECOME 
CHEESE?

Cheese is basically fermented 
milk, made by separating the solids 
(primarily proteins, butterfat, 
calcium, and phosphorus) from 
liquid in the milk. The solids 
become your curds and the liquid 
is whey.  If you remove only some 

whey, your cheese will be soft and 
moist, as in the most common goat 
milk cheese, chèvre. But if you 
remove more whey (by cutting, 
stirring, heating, pressing, salting 
and/or aging, your curd), you 
will have a dryer, harder cheese. 
The dryer the cheese, the longer it 
will keep without refrigeration

WHAT CHEESES CAN YOU MAKE 
FROM GOAT MILK?

You can make any cheese from 
goat milk. Cheeses traditionally 
made from goat milk include 
chèvre, feta, drunken goat 
cheese, Crottin de Chavignol, 
Valençay, and geitost, among 
others. But you can try making 
ricotta, mozzarella, paneer, 
and yogurt as well as Cheddar, 

goat milk & cheese
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Brie, blues, and more! Don’t limit yourself to just 
the traditional when making goat milk cheeses.

WHAT INGREDIENTS ARE USED FOR MAKING GOAT 
CHEESE?

Most cheeses are made from the same (or similar) 
four ingredients: milk, culture, rennet, and salt. You 
can make hundreds of different cheeses simply by 
altering the amount of ingredients used and varying 
the time, temperature, and techniques that you utilize. 
Some simple cheeses use even fewer ingredients, like 
whole milk ricotta, which is just milk and an acid such 
as vinegar or lemon juice (traditional whey ricotta is 
made with the leftover whey from making some other 
type of cheese but the yield will be much lower than 
a ricotta that starts with milk). And some cheeses use 
one or two more ingredients, like additional mold 
powders, as in Brie and Camembert or blue cheeses.

WHAT KIND OF EQUIPMENT WILL I NEED FOR  
MAKING GOAT MILK CHEESE?

You don’t need a lot of fancy equipment.

For soft and fresh goat milk cheese, you’ll need:
• A pot (I prefer stainless steel).
• Slotted spoon or skimmer.
• Measuring cup and measuring spoons.
• Cheese thermometer.
• Butter muslin (fine woven cheese cloth).
• Strainer.

For pressed and aged cheeses, you’ll need the  
above plus:

• Cheese mold or form.
• Cheese press*.
• Aging refrigerator. (A wine or mini fridge 

  turned up to it’s warmest setting, around 
 50 degrees, will work perfectly.)

* You can make your own press or buy a ready-made  
press. We’ll teach you how to make a simple bucket press 
in the next issue of Goat Journal.

Goat Journal contributor Kate Johnson is the founder and lead instructor 
of The Art of Cheese – an artisan home-cheesemaking school located 
in Longmont, Colorado. www.theartofcheese.com

SHOULD I USE RAW OR PASTEURIZED MILK?
One important thing to consider is whether to use 

raw or pasteurized milk. The law mandates that 
commercial cheesemakers use pasteurized milk for any 
cheese that will not age at least 60 days. All the recipes 
I will share in the next issue, if made commercially, 
would require pasteurized milk. The FDA recommends 
that home cheesemakers follow these same guidelines. 
There is much debate on raw milk benefits vs. health 
and safety, with many advocates believing all cheese 
should be made from high-quality raw milk. The 
choice is yours but research the pros and cons of 
using raw or pasteurized milk before you begin, to 
make an informed decision. If you do use raw milk, 
you need to adjust the amount of culture used. (In 
general, raw milk cheese needs much less culture.)

WHAT DO I DO WITH LEFTOVER WHEY FROM  
MAKING GOAT MILK CHEESE?

Since only about 1∕8 of your milk volume will 
become cheese curd, you will have a lot of leftover 
whey. While about 80 percent of milk proteins 
stay with the curd, around 20 percent leave with 
the whey. Here are some ideas for using whey:

• Feed it to backyard chickens or hogs.
• Use is as a base in soups or stocks.
• Reconstitute dried beans.
• Use the liquid to cook rice or pasta.
• Use as the liquid in bread recipes.
• Freeze in ice cube trays and then add 

 to smoothies.
• Add to compost piles to help break it down 

 (very acidic).
• Dilute and water certain outdoor plants 

  with it (those that like an acidic environment 
  such as tomato plants and hydrangeas).

GETTING STARTED MAKING GOAT CHEESE

Are you ready to start making goat cheese? 
Kate Johnson provides six simple and delicious 
recipes in our May/June 2018 issue. r
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The Udderly EZ  
Goat Milking Machine:

by  PATRICE LEWIS

So what do you do if your arms hurt 
too much to milk your goats?

This situation happened to my friend Cindy 
T. back in 2014. Cindy is fortunate to work at home as 
a technical writer, which means she can take care of 
her family’s rabbits, chickens, garden, and six goats 
more easily than if she commuted. But because her 
job entails almost constant keyboard use, she found 
herself with a painful (though temporary) case of 
carpal tunnel syndrome during that summer.

“I had to depend on my husband to milk,” she 
recalled. “He’s not very good at it, but he did his best.” 
Cindy’s relatively minor CTS meant she was able to 
bring the condition under control by exercise, wearing 
splints at night, using a different computer mouse — 
and taking a break from milking her beloved caprines.

“My husband didn’t get any fonder of the goats 
after all was said and done,” she admitted.

Recently over a potluck meal, I mentioned to Cindy 
my enthusiasm for a hand milking machine called the 
Udderly EZ milker, which I use with our cows. It can 
be adapted to any milking animal (not just cows or 

goats, but also sheep, camels, reindeer, horses, and just 
about anything else that lactates). I’ve used this milker 
to extract emergency colostrum from a cow after her 
calf was unable to nurse. 
    Cindy wasn’t interested at first because she 
associates milkers with noisy machinery that 
would disturb the peaceful atmosphere of her 
barn’s milking parlor. But when I showed her it 
was entirely hand-powered, she grew enthusiastic. 
“You mean it’s not loud or disruptive?”

“No, it’s just a simple vacuum pump.” I 
demonstrated how squeezing the “trigger” two 
or three times would create a gentle vacuum 
that extracts the milk into a collecting bottle.

Cindy wanted to try it out on her goats right 
away, so one morning I brought over the pump, 
she set up one of her favorite nannies on the 
milking platform, and within moments she 
was getting milk into the collecting bottle.

“It’s clean!” she exclaimed, since the milk had no 
opportunity to be exposed to hair, dust, or straw. 
When the milk flow slowed down, she pumped 
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the handle twice more, then just held the milker 
while the milk streamed from the teat into the 
collection bottle. “I wish I’d known about this when 
I had carpal tunnel,” she mused. “My husband 
wouldn’t have had to deal with the goats.”

HELP FOR THOSE WHO NEED IT
The Udderly EZ is a hand-held, trigger-operated 

vacuum pump that attaches to a flanged plastic 
cylinder. For those unable to milk their goats due 
to carpal tunnel syndrome, arthritis, fibromyalgia, 
lymphasemia, or any other painful or debilitating 
condition, the EZ milker offers a simple solution. The 
Ultimate EZ — the electric version of the hand-milker 
— can milk both teats at the same time. It’s as fast as 
commercial milkers with less noise (and one-third 
the cost), so the animals hardly know it’s running. 
The silicone inserts are gentle even on engorged 
or misshapen teats, which often plague goats.

PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA
So where did this nifty milker come from? It was a 

simple case of necessity being the mother of invention, 
and it came from trying to milk out colostrum from 
thoroughbred horses in the racing industry. Inventor 
Buck Wheeler said, “I knew there just had to be a 
better and safer way to collect the colostrum from these 
thoroughbred mares than the way we were doing it. 
Everyone was using either a 60 cc syringe by hand, 
or a women’s breast pump, and they did not work!”

Facing a sad case in which a thoroughbred mare 
had died, leaving behind a 10-day-old foal, Buck 
related, “I told the hired man to go buy some goat 
milk, and he came back with the goat and kid. He said 
it was cheaper to buy mama. The rest is history.”

Buck started the Udderly EZ company, calling it “a 
million dollar leap of faith and just by accident.” Its 
research and development started in about 2003, and 
they went into manufacturing and marketing in 2004.

The initial product was a hand-powered 
vacuum pump designed to extract colostrum from 
thoroughbred mares. Three or four squeezes establish 
the vacuum, after which the user stops squeezing 
so the milk can flow into the collection bottle. When 
the milk flow slows down, the user gives another 
gentle squeeze or two until the milk flows again.

The milker worked beautifully with horses. After 
listening to requests from clients, the company 

continued to improve and upgrade the milker and 
its silicone inflations (the tube which fits over the 
animal’s teat) and broadened their marketing. By 
adding three different sizes of color-coded silicone 
inserts into the extractor tubes, it was an easy and 
natural step to use this milker on other species: 
cows, sheep, goats, camels, reindeer, yaks … in 
short, any domesticated animal that lactates.

It wasn’t long before an electric version became 
available, and after that a solar-powered version, 
making the milkers particularly useful for those off-
grid or trying to minimize their carbon footprint.

From theses humble beginnings, the Udderly 
EZ hand milker became an international sensation 
among small farmers. “With a lot of time, experience, 
investment, and listening to our clients, the Udderly 
Ez Hand Milker has become a household name,” said 
Buck. “It’s currently being used in over 65 countries 
and under many languages worldwide, and is used 
on sheep, goats, cows, horses, donkeys, and camels. 
The hand milker was instrumental in the development 
of its stablemate, the Udderly EZ Electric Milker.”

In this age of cheap imports, the Udderly EZ 
products are proudly and entirely made in the 
U.S.A. Buck Wheeler would have it no other way. 
Yet despite the international success, the company’s 
roots remain in humble agrarian lifestyles. Here 
in America it is the Plain People who have taken 
it to heart. Many Amish farmers use EZ milkers 
to make their job more sanitary and efficient.

BEWARE OF MISUSE
Some people have tried the Udderly EZ and 

came away disappointed, claiming damage to 
their goats’ teats because of the powerful suction 
of the vacuum. This is usually because they keep 
squeezing the pump handle beyond what it takes 
to start the milk flowing, creating a stronger and 
stronger vacuum until the teat becomes damaged.

The secret of successfully using the EZ 
milker — besides employing the correctly sized 
inflation — is to stop pumping when the milk is 
flowing well. When the milk flow slows down, 
pump another two or three times, but no more. 
Over-pumping will shut off the valve.

The EZ milkers are something like blood pressure 
cuffs: a little vacuum goes a long way. Just like a nurse 
would not continue inflating a blood pressure cuff on 
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your arm until you were in extreme 
pain, neither is it necessary to 
squeeze the pump handle on an 
EZ milker more than three or four 
times, just long enough to establish 
a milk flow. More than that, and 
you might hurt the animals.

MULTIPLE USES
Udderly EZ milkers are not just 

for daily milking, though they’re 
superb for that function. Nor are 
they solely used to ease the burden 
of people dealing with medical 
issues in their hands and arms. 
They are also used for animals 
that need assistance: those with 
mastitis, or those with misshapen 
teats, making it difficult for babies 
to nurse. They’re also a superb 
aid for milking a sick nanny, 
which keeps the milk isolated 
from that of healthy animals.

On our farm, the EZ milker was 
instrument in saving a calf born to 
an elderly Jersey cow whose udder 
hung too low for the baby to nurse. 
I milked out the colostrum and 
bottle-fed the calf until the mother’s 
udder resumed less-swollen 
proportions and the calf was able 
to nurse directly. It’s the nature of 
emergencies to be unexpected, and 
without the EZ milker on hand, 
the outcome for the newborn calf 
might have been very different.

BACK IN THE BARN
After watching me use the 

Udderly EZ hand milker on her 
goats, my friend Cindy became a 
convert, particularly since she is 
likely to suffer from a recurrence 
of her carpal tunnel syndrome in 
the future. “I can’t take chances,” 
she said. “Something like this 
could be a lifesaver someday.”

On our farm, it already has. r 
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Goats of Anarchy 
Rescue With a Side of Cute

by THERESA MILLER

WHAT HAPPENS TO 
critically ill or injured 
goats? If they are 

very, very lucky, they get sent to 
a goat rescue and sanctuary. In 
Annondale, New York, the rescued 
goats receive medical care such 
as surgery and prosthetic legs 
then live out their not-so-secret 
lives as the Goats of Anarchy 
(GOA), darlings of social media.

Polly, a blind Nigerian Dwarf, is 
the official spokesgoat for Goats 
of Anarchy. She suffered from 
crippling anxiety unless buried 
in hay or swaddled in a blanket. 
One day, her rescuer put her in 
a toddlers' duck costume. She 
finally felt brave while in that 
costume, and her story captured 
hearts across the internet and 
inspired a children’s book. Since 
then, she has worn other costumes 
including a pig, peas in a pod, 
a unicorn, a fox and Elle Woods 
from Legally Blonde. Now she 
has a little goat friend named 
Pocket who goes everywhere 
with her and helps her be brave.

Ansel the destroyer, a huge 
black LaMancha with foot-long 
horns, was GOA’s first rescue 
goat. Fans follow his antics on 
Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, 
and YouTube as he destroys barn 
walls, fences, and pieces of the 

sanctuary playground. Recently, 
he worked on ripping the trim 
from around the barn windows. 
Prospect, the smallest adult goat, 
spends his time yelling at the other 
goats and protecting his girlfriend, 
Ruby, who has red prosthetic legs. 
Other favorites include Finny the 
Comedian, Kiko the gentle teddy 
bear, Frankie with the good hair 
and Bunchie with the better hair.

In 2017, Goats of Anarchy won a 
People’s Voice Webby Award in the 
Animals category. A Webby Award 
is an award for excellence on the 
internet. According to the Webby 
Award page, the Animals category 
is for, “Any social media account 
created on behalf of a particular 
animal, and/or animal-related 
organizations or causes whereby an 
animal is the face and voice of the 
account.” Two winners are selected 

in each category, one by members 
of the International Academy of 
Digital Arts and Sciences, and 
one by the public. Our star goats 
were chosen by the public.

When Leanne Lauricella got 
married and moved from New 
York City to New Jersey, she had 
no idea the direction her life would 
turn. She started driving past farms 
with pastures of sheep and goats 
and thought they were cute. She 
visited a goat farm and fell in love 
at first sight. At the time, she was 
binge-watching Sons of Anarchy. She 
named her first two goats Jax and 
Opie, after her favorite characters. 
A couple months later, she got 
three more goats named Tig, Nero 
and Otto. She started an Instagram 
account to show her friends and 
family. She never expected it to go 
beyond a very personal thing.

Leanne continued to commute 
to her job as a corporate event 
planner in New York City. 
However, the more time she spent 
outside with her goats, the less 
she wanted to commute and go 
to work all day. She loved being 
outside and getting fresh air. She 
loved doing farm work. One day 
she told her husband she felt like 
she needed to quit her job in the 
city. She was ready to give up the 
six-figure salary and the expensive 

Secret Life of Goats

In 2017,  
Goats of Anarchy 

won a People’s Voice 
Webby Award in the 

Animals category.
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Polly finally felt brave in her duck costume. Ansel the Destroyer dominating the goatercycle.

car and foreign shoes to work with animals. Her 
husband agreed. On her first day of unemployment, 
just when she was wondering what the heck she’d 
just done, Instagram featured one of her pictures 
on their homepage. Jax and Opie, headbutting each 
other, earned her an instant 30,000 followers. She 
took that as a sign she was on the right track.

With more time on her hands, Leanne volunteered 
to help at Barnyard Sanctuary, a local animal rescue. 
She brought home a mini horse, a donkey, and a pig. 
She says, “They were working on this big cruelty case 
where there were over 200 baby animals that were all 
starving to death and they asked me if I could bottle-
feed two of the baby goats because I had experience 
with that. I said of course. They had E. coli and they 
were really sick. It took about two weeks of just really 
intense treatment and around the clock care to bring 
them back to healthy. I actually got E. coli myself. Those 
were my first two rescues and that's when I fell in love 
with the whole idea of rescue.” 

    As people saw what she was doing on social media, 
they started calling her with more goats that needed 
help. She said yes to a set of twins. One was born with 
only three legs and the other with contracted tendons. 
Leanne discovered she loved working with special 
needs goats. She continued posting to Instagram 
and her following grew. The adorable pictures and 
videos attracted the attention of Rachel Ray, who 
asked Leanne to be on her show. After that, the calls 
asking her to take in goats increased. She got a call 
for a little goat named Angel who had lost both of 
her back legs to frostbite. Again, Leanne said yes.

Soon, the number of rescued animals exceeded 
the capacity of her Leanne’s home. With the help of 
generous donations, she rented a second location 
about fifteen minutes away and named it GOA2. 
Healthier, more mobile goats who needed less care 
moved to the second location. Volunteers built a 
goat playground that any kid, human or goat, would 
envy. The goats have a huge trampoline, ramps, 

Jax and Opie.Pretty in pink.

Baby goats in wheelchairs. 

Robogoat with prosthetic legs.
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bridges between the trees, and 
even a platform with a wooden 
motorcycle dubbed the goatercycle.

When Leanne takes in a new 
small baby, they are usually 
immobile. They are either recent 
frostbite victims or amputees or 
have neurological disorders. They 
start off in the house so she can 
watch them all 
the time. Right 
now, there are 
five baby goats 
living in the 
house. Every 
morning starts 
off with five 
bottle-feedings 
then changing 
diapers and 
onesies. They 
do stretching 
and rehab then get buckled into 
their carts and head outside. 
There, more robogoats need to 
be mobilized. Some get clean 
socks on their leg stumps then 
prosthetic legs strapped on. Some 
get loaded into wheelchairs or 
carts. From 8:00 to 5:00 the goats 
wheel around and play under the 
watchful eyes of Leanne and a few 
volunteers. In the evening, they 
do the entire thing in reverse.

The farm is not open to the 
public. Once the goats gained 
internet stardom, things got a little 
crazy. Now, if you want to visit 
the goats, you need to sign up to 
volunteer. Every Friday 15 to 20 
volunteers clean out the stalls and 
do other farm chores then get to 
spend a little time petting the goats 
and taking pictures with them. 
Be sure to sign up early, though; 
there is a two-month waiting list.

I asked Leanne if there was 

anything she wanted our readers to 
know. She said the biggest problem 
she sees with goat ownership is 
people getting into it too quickly 
without doing research. “The 
number one problem that I see 
from people who write to me is, 
before they got goats, they did 
not find a goat vet.” She wishes 

everyone could 
have a goat 
but encourages 
people to first 
research health 
issues and 
where they can 
get medical 
treatment for 
emergencies.

Goats of 
Anarchy is 
currently 

looking for a bigger farm where 
the goats can all be together in one 
place with room to grow. “We're 
pretty maxed out,” said Leanne. 
“We really can't take any more 
where we are now, so I'm looking 
for like a 30-acre farm nearby.”

If you would like to help 
make this a reality, you can 
visit www.goatsofanarchy.com 
and make a donation, become 
a patron or buy one of the four 
books about the goats. r

Got Goat 
Problems?

We can 
help you 

solve them.

10%
off

The complete guide to health care, 
nutrition & non-toxic treatments.

Natural, noninvasive, and nontoxic 
methods of treating your animals.

1-800-355-5313 
www.acresusa.com

Volunteers built a 
goat playground that 

any kid, human or 
goat, would envy.

Theresa Miller lives in a small 
ranching town in Idaho, where she 
and her husband own and operate a 
small engine repair shop called Cycles, 
Sleds & Saws. Her spare time is divided 
between reading, writing, cooking, 
gardening, picking huckleberries 
and learning new things. Her favorite 
hobby is talking to people about 
things they are passionate about.

Secret Life of Goats
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breed profile : : old irish

BREED PROFILE: 

Old Irish 
   Goats
A Majestic Breed 
With a Lively Past
presented by TAMSIN COOPER 

BREED: Old Irish goats

ORIGIN: Settlers brought cold 
weather goats to Ireland in the 
Neolithic age, approximately 
5,000 years ago. This line of goats 
had slowly adapted, over many 
generations, to the cold, arid 
conditions of northern Europe 
during the slow migration 
of nomads. As people set up 
homesteads in Ireland, this hardy 
and economical breed gradually 
adjusted, over thousands of years, 
to Ireland's landscape and damp 
climate, and acquired resistance to 
local diseases. This makes Old Irish 
goats ideal for families living in 
harsh conditions with meager land.

 

HISTORY: The Old Irish goat 
was the only breed until 
about 1900, providing many 
products to impoverished 
households. In the 19th 
century, they numbered a 
quarter of a million, and 
many were exported to 
England. When the potato 
famine struck, goats proved 
invaluable, and villages 
with access to goats and fish 
were more likely to survive. 
At the beginning of the 20th 
century, improved dairy 
goat types were imported 
and cross-bred with local 
stock to increase milk yields.

 
 

"There is a very  
compelling and urgent 
need to preserve the  

Old Irish goat breed as a  
genetic and cultural  

resource. The Old Irish goat 
is the ancient breed of the 

nation and the symbol 
of its past. They’re a rare 
breed likely to become  

extinct very, very  
quickly in the near future."

 –Raymond Werner, historian and  
researcher, Old Irish Goat Society and 

British Feral Goat Research Group, 2009.
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   Today, in Ireland, most goats 
have British and Swiss origin. 
Intensification of production has 
marginalized Old Irish goats in 
favor of higher-yielding goat 
breeds. Despite the fact that they 
are celebrated in folklore, song and 
art, there are only a few hundred 
Old Irish goats left. These are 
believed to be hidden among feral 
herds roaming heaths and national 
parks. Even here, their gene pool 
has been diluted through cross-
breeding with commercial dairy 
types. When feral populations 
are controlled, indiscriminate 
culls further eradicate native 
animals. Dwindling biodiversity 
threatens the loss of unique 
DNA, which allows goats to 
thrive in cold, harsh and damp 
conditions, and specifically 
those of the Irish landscape.

Modern farming methods can 
inadvertently bring about the 
kind of conditions that led to 
the famine, when reliance on a 
single variety of potato resulted 
in massive crop failure due to 
its susceptibility to blight. The 
Old Irish Goat Society, formed in 
2006, recognizes this danger and 
appeals to volunteers to help them 

identify genuine Old Irish goats 
among the feral herds. The society 
works with the government and 
heritage associations to gain official 
protection and rare breed status.

To prove their genetic inheritance, 
DNA tests were required. Samples 
from feral and domestic herds were 
compared to museum samples. 
Scientists analyzed goat bones 
and skin that had been preserved 
from times before improved breed 
imports. DNA from feral goats 

in Mulranny revealed descent 
from historic samples of Irish 
and Old British breeds, most 
of which are now extinct, and 
landrace Scandinavian breeds. 
Mulranny goat DNA is quite 
distinct from Mediterranean, 
Swiss and improved breeds.

The Old Irish Goat Society’s 
aim is to preserve Old Irish 
goats in the wild as an existing 
standard, through collaboration 
with national parks and landscape 
management schemes. It also 
encourages domestication 
without improvement, as Old 
Irish goats already make ideal 
homestead animals, being 
productive in sparse conditions. 
The society relies on volunteers 
and donations from bodies such 
as the County Mayo Foundation 
and The American Ireland Fund.

CONSERVATION STATUS: Near 
extinction: only a few hundred 
individuals left. They represent a 
unique reserve of locally-adapted 

Old Irish goat kids, credit: Eamonn McCarthy

"The Irish goat in the process of time has  
developed a coat which acts as a natural thatch  

in the moist humid atmosphere of its native  
districts, and to graft Nubian or Swiss blood into this 
breed does not add to its beauty, and, to our mind, 
impairs its usefulness. The Irish goat, we maintain,  

is the best we have for the purpose, 
 and it should be kept pure in type."

 –Walter Paget, British illustrator, 1918.

breed profile : : old irish
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DNA. According to ecological 
researcher Rosa García, "Goat 
genetic heritage is seriously 
threatened … especially for remote 
areas which hold an outstanding 
reservoir of livestock diversity 
adapted to the local conditions …."

STANDARD DESCRIPTION: The 
coat is long, coarse, and oily with 
an abundant cashmere undercoat. 
The face is dished, and the body 
small and deep, with a large rumen 
to digest poor forage. Legs are short 
and strong. Distinctly pricked ears 
are small to resist frostbite, while a 
long muzzle warms the air before 
entering the lungs. They normally 
have horns and beards in both 
sexes, but no goat wattles. Bucks 
have long beards and ostentatious 
tufts on cheeks and forehead, and 
impressive outward-curving horns. 
They have slowly adapted these 
traits in harmony with the local 
environment. This makes them low-
maintenance, hardy, and resilient.

"The Old Irish goat has a distinct 
regal image, with its long beard, 
oversized sideburns, flamboyant 
coif, long coat, and of course ... 
it is ostentatiously adorned with 
a crown of impressive horns," 
enthuses Seán Carolan, chairman 
of Mulranny Environmental Group 
and Old Irish Goat Society.

COLORING: A variety of colors 
and patterns of gray, black, 
white, and rich to pale browns.

TEMPERAMENT: They are 
described as exceptionally 
intelligent, charismatic, and 
gentle. They quickly adapt 
to domestic settings.

POPULAR USE: Before the 20th 
century, rural families kept Old 

Irish goats for milk, meat, fats, 
hide, horn and fiber. Now their 
descendants exist in feral herds, 
and could be used for conservation 
grazing and tourism. Their unique 
genetic makeup embodies a food 
security resource. They have 
huge potential as backyard goats, 
producing nutritious milk of high 
fat content, due to their economic 
use of a wide variety of forage.

It isn’t really Old Irish if: there 
are wattles, large ears, long 
legs, short hair or other signs of 
dairy conformation. Other feral 
populations’ DNA revealed a closer 
relationship to foreign improved 
breeds, and demonstrate how any 
mix of goats left to cross-breed 
spontaneously in harsh conditions 

will eventually produce small, hairy 
descendants, reverting to a wild 
type like their Bezoar ancestor. r

SOURCES: 
Old Irish Goat Society
Cassidy, L.M., et al. 2017. 

Capturing goats: documenting two 
hundred years of mitochondrial  
DNA diversity among goat 
populations from Britain and Ireland. 
Biology Letters, 13(3), p. 20160876.

Rosa García, R., et al. 2012. 
Goat grazing, its interactions with 
other herbivores and biodiversity 
conservation issues." Small  
Ruminant Research 107.2,  
pp. 49–64.

Feral Old Irish goat buck, credit: Old Irish Goat Society
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Advertise your favorite breed where it will be seen by thousands of  
goat enthusiasts looking for what you have to sell!

Just $40/yr. for listing your breeds,  farm name, 
your name, address, phone, e-mail & website.

ALPINE

Breeders Directory

NIGERIAN DWARF

Arkansas

MT. PLEASURE FRENCH ALPINES, Maddie Kiefer, 106 
E. 14th St., Yellville, AR 72687. 870-449-6932. CAE Free. 
DHIR and LA. Quality Show Animals and Home Milkers.

Colorado

RANCHO-SNOWFALL, Dr. James Haught, DVM, Eliza-
beth, CO. 970-420-4133. <haughtdvm@gmail.com> 
<www.ranchosnowfall.com> Award winning Alpines, 
Saanens & LaManchas. CAE, CL, Johne’s negative.

Georgia

SIMPLY DUTCH, Daniel House, 2857 Mount 
Airy Rd., Waverly Hall, GA 31831. 706-566-8676 
<danmartyhouse@yahoo.com> <www.simplydutch 
alpines.com> Alpine

Iowa

D & E DAIRY GOATS, 2977 Linn Buchanan Rd., Cog-
gon, IA 52218. 319-350-5819. <rranch@iowatelecom.
net> Facebook: d&edairygoat. Doelings–selling 200 
head annually. Breeder bucks available. Alpine, Saanen

MA’S ACRES, Judith Nayen, 9398 NE 100th Ave. 
Bondurant, IA 50035. 515-250-4836. <jlnayeri@gmail.
com> Alpine. Quality show and production doelings, 
yearlings, bucklings.

Kansas 

PUCKETTS ALPINE GOATS, Elaine Puckett, Council 
Grove, Kansas. 620-767-5728. <www.puckettsalpines.
com> CAE & CL free, LA & DHIA. 

SARAH B’S ALPINES, Mark & Coraleen Bunner, Pfeifer, 
Kansas. 785-735-9562. <www.shepherdsgate.net> 
<shepgate@ruraltel.net> Raising quality dairy goats 
for milk and show.

Missouri

KRAUSE FARMS, Jessica Krause, 4627 SW 
Maple Rd, Maysville, MO 64469. 816-724-1834  
<aaronleonkrause@gmail.com> <krausefarmsalpines.
webstarts.com> Alpine, French and American. CAE, CL 
Neg, Herd tested annually.

Montana

JL LAZY D GOATS, Jerry & Lori Donaldson, 4170 
Eastside Hwy., Stevensville, MT 59870. 406-218-8853. 
<JLLazyD@outlook.com> French Alpine. Buck service 
available.

Ohio

TRANQUIL VALLEY DAIRY, Henry Raber, 
55749 TR 87, Fresno, OH 43824. 330-897-0306. Alpine 
& Saanen

Vermont

ALPINEGLO FARM LLC, Rachel Ware, 91 
Clark St., Westminster, VT 05158.802-463-2018.  
<andyware@comcast.net> <www.vthorseshoer.com/
portfolio.html> French Alpine Buck Services Available.

LAZY LADY FARM REGISTERED ALPINES, 802-744-
6365. <laini@lazyladyfarm.com> <www.lazyladyfarm.
com> 25 years of breeding for performance and 
stature. 2300 herd average on 45 does. DHIR test-
ing. CAE and CL free with annual testing. Records 
 available. Pastured May to Nov. We produce our own or-
ganic hay. Award winning cheese operation. Bucks are from 
Mamm-Key Farm, Tempo Aquila Farm and Redwood Hills. 
Kidding season in March. Discounts for group purchases. 
www.lazyladyfarm.com

Washington

BELLE-CHEVRE FRENCH AND AMERICAN  
A L P I N E S ,  A r d e l l  A i n sw o r t h ,  2 3 8  Pa -
t i t  Rd., Dayton, WA 99328. 509-382-8950.  
<mountaindell6@gmail.com> 

Wyoming

ALPENTHAL’S DAIRY GOATS, Tanja Miller, 430 Bea-
ver Creek Rd., Sundance, WY 82729. 307-283-2364. 
<tmiller@rangeweb.net><www.alphenthalsdairygoats.
net> Registered American Alpine

Kansas

SHEPHERD’S GATE LAMANCHAS, Mark & Co-
raleen Bunner, Pfeifer, Kansas. 785-735-9562.  
<www.shepherdsgate.net> <shepgate@ruraltel.net> 
Raising quality dairy goats for milk and show.

Kentucky

OLDHAM FAMILY FARMS, Darrell & Theresa Oldham, 
2883 Sweeney Ln, Pleasureville, KY 40057. 859-588-
8625. <darrell@oldhamfamilyfarms.com> LaMancha 
dairy goats. 

Tennessee 

OSBORNE FARM, John & Jane Osborne, 2081 James-
town Rd., Burlison, TN 38015. 901-491-1709. <jmo1271@
bellsouth.net> LaManchas & Nigerian Dwarfs.

Texas

LATTE DA DAIRY, Anne & Johnny Jones, PO Box 
270355, Flower Mound, TX 75027. 817-490-5004. 
<lattedadairy@gmail.com> <www.lattedadairy.com> 
LaManchas. Also Nubians. 

Washington

FIR MEADOW LAMANCHAS, HERBS & ALPACAS, 
Jerry & Kat Drovdahl, PO Box 324, Carlsborg, WA 
98324. Phone: 360-683-8998. <www.firmeadowllc.com> 

K–n–H RANCH, Heather Janke, 509-235-6564. 
<knhranch@yahoo.com> <http://knhgoats.tripod.com> 
Purebred LaMancha & Nubian Dairy Goats. All Natural 
Goats Milk Soaps.

Wisconsin

RAINTREE DAIRY GOATS, Deb Macke, N3690 
Elmwood Rd., Hawkins, WI 54530. 715-563-0052.  
<raintreelamanchas@gmail.com> <www.raintreedairy 
goats.com> Website design. LaMancha.

North Carolina

TA N B R IT  T I N Y  G OAT S,  Sa ra h  J i n n a h , 
1765 Gyro Dr., Winston Salem, NC 27127. 
3 3 6 - 7 8 8 - 2 4 5 4 . < s j j i n n a h @ h o t m a i l . c o m > 
<www.tanbr i tt inygoats.com> MiniNubians & 
Nigerian Dwarfs.

Illinois

TWO DOGS FARMS, Ann Alecock, Emilie & Adelaide 
Norzagaray, 1069 Township Rd. 1950E, Smithshire, IL 
61478. 319-572-4105. <aalecock@yahoo.com> <www.
twodogsfarms.com> Registered Nigerian Dwarf with 
superior genetics. 

Indiana

CU AT LIL’ RED BARN, Margot Cassel 7501 N. Nebo Rd., 
Muncie, IN 47304. 765-730-0145, 765-730-4331. <cu-
atlilredbarn@gmail.com> <www.lilredbarngoats.com> 

Iowa

HILLTOP SUNSET FARMS, Tom Burrow & Sheri Clarke, 
PO Box 115, Clemont, IA 52135. 563-321-1999. <doc-
gonoz@gmail.com> Nigerian Dwarf

RIPLEYFARMS, Robin Ripley, 2377-270th St., Clarinda, 
IA, 51632. 712-582-3579 <robinripley0@gmail.com. 
Registered Nigerian Dwarfs

Kansas 

B B GOATS, Alex Becker, 10168 SE Pickrell Rd., 
Leon, KS 67074. 316-201-8788. <alex@bbgoats.com>  
<www.bbgoats.com> Alpines, Nigerian Dwarfs, Kikos.

 
 
 

MINI NUBIAN

LAMANCHA
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Breeders Directory

NUBIAN

Massachusetts

MENDING WALL FARM, Ed & Judy Lowe, PO Box 
722, Assonet, MA 02702. 508-644-5088. <mending 
wall1948@gmail.com> <www.mendingwallfarm.home 
stead.com> Nigerian Dwarf, Tennessee Fainting.

Missouri

Bolles Painted Acres, Jennifer Bolles, 409 SE 600th Rd, 
Warrensburg, MO, 64093. 660-747-1909. <bpaintac@
iland.net> <www.bollespaintedacres.com> 

New Mexico

SECOND BLOOM FARM, Deb Wood, 248 Rio Bravo, 
White Rock, NM 87547. 505-672-1485.<seldom@con-
centric.net> <www.secondbloomfarmnm.com> Nigerian 
Dwarf. Excellent milk quality for the small homestead.

Ohio

HONEY SWEETIE ACRES, Steve & Regina Bauscher, 
2710 Spring Hill Rd., Goshen, OH 45122. 513-313-
1110. <www.HoneySweetieAcres.com> Nigerian Dwarf. 
HOME OF 2017 NATIONAL CHAMPION JUNIOR 
DAIRY DOE.

South Dakota

CARL B’S FARM, Julie & Ron Kolbeck, Salem, South 
Dakota. 605-247-3220. <www.carlbsfarm.com> 
Nigerian Dwarf, American Alpine & Mini-Alpine. Healthy 
herd. Excellent bloodlines.

Texas

JOBI NIGERIANS, Joanne B. Jelke, 4603 Beckermann 
Rd., Brenham, TX 77833. 979-836-9303. DHIR Nigerian, 
Alpine & Saanen dairy goats.

Arkansas 

JSW FARMS, LLC. Sara Whi te,  Yel lv i l le.  
<www.everydaygoatmilksoap.com> ADGA NubianPro-
ducing high quality and quantity milk through genetics. 
DHIA available. Herd of  7 Nigerian Goats for sale.

OWL RIDGE FARM, Jan Ham, 1348 Waller Rd., Bee 
Branch, AR 72013. 870-974-1466. <owlridgefarm@
windstream.net> <www.owl-ridge-farm.com> Nubians. 

California 

HOLY MONASTERY OF THE THEOTOKOS, Mother 
Markella or Sister Isadora, PO Box 549, Dunlap, 
CA 93621. 559-338-3110. <marie@eliades.net>  
Purebred Nubians. Beautiful, heavy milkers. Kids 
available. 

Colorado

JP ACRES, Johnnie Seale, 1941 County Road 207, 
Durango, CO 81301. 970-247-9180. Nubians.

IIndiana 

R & W FARMS, Tom & Brenda Rusk, 4127 N Royal 
Center Pike, Royal Center, IN 46978-9497. 574-753-
7902. <bkrusk@gmail.com> <http://rwfarms06.tripod.
com> Nubians.

Iowa 

MY COUNTRY GIRLS, Barb Oliver, 2916 E Ave., 
Northboro, IA 51647. 712-370-6023 <wbmyers@iamo-
telephone.com> <mycountrygirlsstore.com> Nubian, 
Saanen.

Massachusetts

VALLEY VIEW FARM, Elizabeth & Peter Mulholland, 
278 High St., Topsfield, MA 01983. 978-887-8215.  
<info@valleyviewcheese.com> <www.valleyview 
cheese.com> Purebred and American Nubians 
registered under VVFarm. 

Minnesota

New York

TRIPLE F FARM, Mark Geracitano, 5 Jordan 
Ln . ,  Nassau ,  NY  12123 . 518 -766 -7607.  
<Tripleffarm1@aol.com> CAE, CL, & Johnes nega-
tive. Buck service available. https://m.facebook.com/
tripleffarm1 Other services: Disbudding, Tattooing, 
Hoof Trimming

Oregon

ACE-HI DAIRY GOATS, Margie Singletary, 3747 
Lincoln Dr., Ontario, OR 97914-8713. 541-889-4063. 
 <acehi@q.com> CAE & CL free, milk & show.  
Nubians

Tennessee

DAVIS RUN NUBIANS, Davis & Jenny Carr, 
1701 Saundersvil le Rd., Hendersonvil le, TN 
37075. 615-943-5709. <zaddie@bellsouth.net>  
<www.DavisRunNubians.com> Purebred Nubian Dairy 
Goats. 

WW VALLEY FARM, Jessica Wells, 977 Faye 
Creek Rd, Warface, TN 37183. 931-212-3791.  
< w w w . w w v a l l e y f a r m s . c o m >  
<walnut977@gmail.com> Nubian

Texas

GALLOPING WINDS RANCH, Rob & Te-
resa Barr-Jones, 402 Whitaker Rd., Florence, 
TX 76527. 254-793-0022. <tbarrj@Galloping 
WindsRanch .com> <www.Ga l l op ingWinds 
Ranch.com> Registered purebred Nubians with flashy 
spots! Hi-production Saanens. Great Pyrenees LGDs.

i2iacres, Greg & BJ Irvin, 1584 VZ CR 4909, Ben Wheeler, 
TX 75754. 817-312-4028. <girvin@i2iacres.com> <www.
i2iacres.com> Nubian dairy goats. 

LATTE DA DAIRY, Anne & Johnny Jones, PO Box 
270355, Flower Mound, TX 75027. 817-490-5004. 
<lattedadairy@gmail.com> <www.lattedadairy.com> 
Nubians. Also LaManchas. 

Virginia

SWEET VALLEY FARM DAIRY, Cecilia, Culpeper, 
Virginia. 540-423-1003. <SwtVlyFarmDairy@gmail.
com> <www.SweetValleyFarm.com> Nubian doelings/
bucklings born March. Registered mothers are proven 
milk producers. $400.00.

California

B U T T- H E A D  PAC K  G O AT S  &  E Q U I P-
MENT, Dennis  Wi l l ingham, PO Box 333, 
Rough & Ready, CA 95975. 530-432-0946.  
< b h p a c k g o a t s @ h o t m a i l . c o m >  
< w w w . b u t t h e a d p a c k g o a t s . c o m >   
Halters designed just for goats, saddles, panniers, goat 
coat/pack covers.

Oregon

H A W K S  M T N  R A N C H  P Y G O R A  
GOATS, Lisa Roskopf,  51920 SW Dundee 
Rd . ,  Gas ton ,  OR 97119 . 503-539-0295 .  
< l i s a @ h a w k s m t n r a n c h . c o m > 
< w w w . h a w k s m t n r a n c h . c o m >  
Pygora fleece goats. CAE/CLA negative. 

PACK GOATS

PYGORA

THE BACKYARD GOAT

Pulling carts around the farm or serving as loyal pack 
animals, goats are naturally hardworking and make for 
friendly companions. This straightforward guide teaches 
you how to choose, house, feed, train, and breed the best 
goats for your space and needs. Whether you want to 
churn out fresh dairy products, harvest soft cashmere for 
knitting, or keep goats as playful pets, The Backyard Goat 
makes it easy to enjoy the benefits of owning goats, with 
no experience necessary. 215 pages, $16.95 + S&H

Visit:
countrysidenetwork.com/shop/backyard-goat-the

Call: 970-392-4419

An Introductory Guide to Keeping Productive Pet Goats
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TOGGENBURG

VARIOUS

Arizona

S P R I N G F I E L D  O A K S ,  E l i z a b e t h  H e n -
ning, 6670 S. Bascom Trl., Willcox, AZ 85643. 
602-819-7231. <e rhenn ing@hotma i l . com>  
<http://springfield-oaks-saanens.com>

Arkansas

WINCHESTER SAANENS, Linda Mallory, 1318 
MC 6007, Yellvil le, AR 72687. 870-449-2121. 
<winsaanen@yahoo.com> Semen tank and straws 
available. 

Delaware

RoDi HERITAGE FARMS, Robert & Diana Lawson, 
18759 Harbeson Rd., PO Box 4, Harbeson, DE 19951. 
302-684-8844. <lawsonbl55@yahoo.com> Saanens.

New York

ZOAR FARMS @ Holy Myrrhbearers Monastery, 144 
Bert Washburn Rd., Otego, NY 13825. 607-432-3179. 
<myrrhbearers@aol.com> <www.holymyrrhbearers.
com> Purebred & American Saanens, Sables. Tested 
free for CAE, Brucillosis.

Oklahoma 

CERULEAN FARM, Saanen - Redwood Hills, Clovertop & 
Old English bloodlines. Dee Hadorn, Harrah, Oklahoma. 
405-356-2612. <bluemohair@earthlink.net> 

Oregon 

SATORI FARMS, ADGA Breed Leader 2012 , 2013, 
2014, & 2016. Angelia Gregg, Cave Junction, Or-
egon. 541-218-2295. <satorifarms@frontier.com>  
<www.satorifarmsaanens.com> American and Grade 
Saanens. CAE & CL free. LA. DHIR. 

Pennsylvania

SANCTUARY MEADOWS FARM, Jacob Lee Stolzfus, 
2081 Sanctuary Rd, Manheim, PA 17545. 717-715-2473. 
Saanen. Great genetics and registered bucks.

WORDEN FARM, Bill & Donna Worden, 1881 Bells Run 
Rd., Shinglehouse, PA 16748. 814-697-6606. <dlw@
wordenfarm.com> Saanens, LaManchas & Grades. 
CAE Free.

Virginia 

PICCOLO FARM, Barb & Frank Kruesi, 2831 Bear 
Branch Rd., Mouth of Wilson, VA 24363. 276-579-2331. 
<piccolofarmva@gmail.com>

Iowa

BIRCH HAVEN, Doris Gronewold, 479 Dry Hol-
low Rd., Waterville, IA 52170. 563-535-7203. 
< b i r c h h a v e n d a i r y g o a t s / f a c e b o o k >  
< b i rc h h ave n fa r m @ h o t m a i l . c o m >  To g g e n -
burg. Herd carr ies the al l  natural A var i-
ant. Promoting high butterfat  and protein. 

SAANEN

Breeders Directory
CL. L.A. Herd Ave. 90 with High Production over 3,000# 
of milk. 

DRY CREEK ACRES, Joe Skoda & Melissa 
O’Rourke, 21849 Whitetail Rd., Decorah, IA 52101. 
712-470-3289. <drycreekacres@hotmail.com>  
<www.drycreekacres.com> Toggenburgs. Home  
of the 2011 and 2012 Junior National Champions.

Colorado

WA LT Z ’ S  A R K ,  P O  B o x  3 6 8 ,  D e l -
ta ,  CO 81416. <admin@natura la r k .com>  
<www.naturalark.com> Where Average Just Won’t Do! 
Naturally raised Oberhasli, Nigerian Dwarf, Boer. No 
chemicals, no nonsense! Great pedigrees, great milkers!

Virginia 

SKYLINE, Catherine Deeds, 14450 Oakhurst Ln., 
Orange, VA 22960. 540-672-2538. LaManchas,  
Toggenburgs & Nigerian Dwarfs. 

Wisconsin 

C A R E Y ’ S  B R I A R W O O D  FA R M ,  C a r-
ey Family, Stratford, Wisconsin. 715-572-1207.  
<goatfarmers4@hotmail.com> Nubians, Saanen, 
LaMancha, Nigerian.

Backyard Homesteading addresses the needs of many people who want to 
take control of the food they eat and the products they use—even if they live 
in an urban or suburban house on a typical-size lot. It shows homeowners how 
to turn their yard into a productive and wholesome “homestead” that allows 
them to grow their own fruits and vegetables, and raise farm animals, including 
chickens and goats. Backyard Homesteading covers the laws and regulations 
of raising livestock in populated areas and demonstrates to readers how to use 
and preserve the bounty they produce. 255 pages; $16.95

To order visit:
CountrysideNetwork.com/shop/backyard-homesteading

Or call: 970-392-4419

A Back-To-Basics Guide  
To Self-Sufficiency

BACKYARD 
HOMESTEADING
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Associations

Goat Journal Advertising Form • Next Deadline: March 19, 2018

Feel free to use a separate sheet of paper

Please type or print legibly and indicate the words you 
would like in bold or capital letters.  

• Don’t forget to count your name, address, 
 phone number and e-mail if it is part of your ad.  

• 10 word minimum. Ads under 10 words  
will be charged $10. 

Mail to: Goat Journal Breeders/Classifieds, 
PO Box 566, Medford, WI 54451  

or E-mail: csyadvertising@tds.net
www.CountrysideNetwork.com

1-715-748-1388 • Fax: 1-715-785-7414

Number of words _____ x $1.00 =                         $_______

Words in all CAPITALS _____x 25¢ =                  $_______

Words in bold _____x 25¢ =                                  $_______

X No. of issues you want your ad to run: _____ = $_______

Payment enclosed (U.S. funds):                              $_______

Liner Classified:

Your Name:

Address: 

City, State,  Zip:

Classification:

E-mail:

Ad:

Display Breeders/Classified (1" & 2" sizes):
SPECIAL OFFER: FREE Color! ($20 Value Per Issue)

1x - 2x=$30 per inch, per issue
3x - 5x=$28 per inch, per issue
       6x=$25 per inch, per issue

E-mail:  csyadvertising@tds.net  

or call:  1-715-748-1388

Use pictures, 

logo and color!

FREE Ad Design!

Classification:

Your Farm Name:

Your Name:

Address:

City, State, Zip:

Phone Number:

E-mail:

Website:

Breed(s):

Additional Words $1 each per year:

Liner Breeders Directory:

Directory listing (6 issues):                           $40.00
Additional words ($1 each):
Total Amount Enclosed (US): 

ALPINES INTERNATIONAL  CLUB,  Wi l 
Keech, Secretary/Treasurer. 402-326-8232.  
<aic.secretary.treasurer@gmail.com> <www.alpine 
sinternationalclub.com>

AMERICAN LAMANCHA CLUB, Deb Macke,  
Secretary/Treasurer, N3690 Elmwood Rd., Hawkins, 
WI 54530. 715-563-0052. <raintreelamanchas@gmail.
com> <www.lamanchas.com>

GEORGIA DAIRY GOAT BREEDERS—newsletter, 
meetings, shows & speaker program. All breeds 

welcome. Secretary: John Latimer, 1540 McRee’s 
Mill Rd., Watkinsville, GA 30677. 706-769-9460. 
<LLacres@juno.com>

MINIATURE DAIRY GOAT ASSOCIATION— 
Premier registry for crosses of Nigerian Dwarf  
and  s tandard  da i r y  goa t  b reeds. Now 
r e g i s t e r i n g  P u r e b r e d  N i g e r i a n s . 
<www.miniaturedairygoats.net>

MYOTONIC GOAT REGISTRY(Fainting), 3174 Valley 
Ford Rd., Adger, AL 35006. 205-425-5954. <myo-

tonicgoatregistry@yahoo.com>  <www.myotonic 
goatregistry.net> 

OBERHASLI BREEDERS OF AMERICA, Ben Pe-
terson, Secy./Treas., 8580 S Cherry Ave., Fresno, 
CA 93725. <petesakeoberhasli@gmail.com> 
 <www.oberhasli.webs.com>

THE MINIATURE GOAT REGISTRY(TMGR) Sup-
porting breeders and owners of the mini-dairy 
breeds. Shows, conformation clinics, milk production.  
www.tmgronline.com. 619-417-0989

TOGGENBURG

VARIOUS

Arizona

S P R I N G F I E L D  O A K S ,  E l i z a b e t h  H e n -
ning, 6670 S. Bascom Trl., Willcox, AZ 85643. 
602-819-7231. <e rhenn ing@hotma i l . com>  
<http://springfield-oaks-saanens.com>

Arkansas

WINCHESTER SAANENS, Linda Mallory, 1318 
MC 6007, Yellvil le, AR 72687. 870-449-2121. 
<winsaanen@yahoo.com> Semen tank and straws 
available. 

Delaware

RoDi HERITAGE FARMS, Robert & Diana Lawson, 
18759 Harbeson Rd., PO Box 4, Harbeson, DE 19951. 
302-684-8844. <lawsonbl55@yahoo.com> Saanens.

New York

ZOAR FARMS @ Holy Myrrhbearers Monastery, 144 
Bert Washburn Rd., Otego, NY 13825. 607-432-3179. 
<myrrhbearers@aol.com> <www.holymyrrhbearers.
com> Purebred & American Saanens, Sables. Tested 
free for CAE, Brucillosis.

Oklahoma 

CERULEAN FARM, Saanen - Redwood Hills, Clovertop & 
Old English bloodlines. Dee Hadorn, Harrah, Oklahoma. 
405-356-2612. <bluemohair@earthlink.net> 

Oregon 

SATORI FARMS, ADGA Breed Leader 2012 , 2013, 
2014, & 2016. Angelia Gregg, Cave Junction, Or-
egon. 541-218-2295. <satorifarms@frontier.com>  
<www.satorifarmsaanens.com> American and Grade 
Saanens. CAE & CL free. LA. DHIR. 

Pennsylvania

SANCTUARY MEADOWS FARM, Jacob Lee Stolzfus, 
2081 Sanctuary Rd, Manheim, PA 17545. 717-715-2473. 
Saanen. Great genetics and registered bucks.

WORDEN FARM, Bill & Donna Worden, 1881 Bells Run 
Rd., Shinglehouse, PA 16748. 814-697-6606. <dlw@
wordenfarm.com> Saanens, LaManchas & Grades. 
CAE Free.

Virginia 

PICCOLO FARM, Barb & Frank Kruesi, 2831 Bear 
Branch Rd., Mouth of Wilson, VA 24363. 276-579-2331. 
<piccolofarmva@gmail.com>

Iowa

BIRCH HAVEN, Doris Gronewold, 479 Dry Hol-
low Rd., Waterville, IA 52170. 563-535-7203. 
< b i r c h h a v e n d a i r y g o a t s / f a c e b o o k >  
< b i rc h h ave n fa r m @ h o t m a i l . c o m >  To g g e n -
burg. Herd carr ies the al l  natural A var i-
ant. Promoting high butterfat  and protein. 

SAANEN

Breeders Directory
CL. L.A. Herd Ave. 90 with High Production over 3,000# 
of milk. 

DRY CREEK ACRES, Joe Skoda & Melissa 
O’Rourke, 21849 Whitetail Rd., Decorah, IA 52101. 
712-470-3289. <drycreekacres@hotmail.com>  
<www.drycreekacres.com> Toggenburgs. Home  
of the 2011 and 2012 Junior National Champions.

Colorado

WA LT Z ’ S  A R K ,  P O  B o x  3 6 8 ,  D e l -
ta ,  CO 81416. <admin@natura la r k .com>  
<www.naturalark.com> Where Average Just Won’t Do! 
Naturally raised Oberhasli, Nigerian Dwarf, Boer. No 
chemicals, no nonsense! Great pedigrees, great milkers!

Virginia 

SKYLINE, Catherine Deeds, 14450 Oakhurst Ln., 
Orange, VA 22960. 540-672-2538. LaManchas,  
Toggenburgs & Nigerian Dwarfs. 

Wisconsin 

C A R E Y ’ S  B R I A R W O O D  FA R M ,  C a r-
ey Family, Stratford, Wisconsin. 715-572-1207.  
<goatfarmers4@hotmail.com> Nubians, Saanen, 
LaMancha, Nigerian.

Backyard Homesteading addresses the needs of many people who want to 
take control of the food they eat and the products they use—even if they live 
in an urban or suburban house on a typical-size lot. It shows homeowners how 
to turn their yard into a productive and wholesome “homestead” that allows 
them to grow their own fruits and vegetables, and raise farm animals, including 
chickens and goats. Backyard Homesteading covers the laws and regulations 
of raising livestock in populated areas and demonstrates to readers how to use 
and preserve the bounty they produce. 255 pages; $16.95

To order visit:
CountrysideNetwork.com/shop/backyard-homesteading

Or call: 970-392-4419

A Back-To-Basics Guide  
To Self-Sufficiency

BACKYARD 
HOMESTEADING
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Classified Ads
BEEKEEPING

FREE

FOR SALE

GREENHOUSES

MEALWORMS

MILKING EQUIPMENT

POULTRY SUPPLIES

PREGNANCY   TESTING

PRESERVING

M I L L E R  B E E  S U P P L Y 
YOUR BEE KEEPING EXPERTS SINCE 1976!  
Check us out for all your beekeeping needs. 
Whether you are just starting out or already have  
bees we are here to assist your needs.  
C a l l  u s  To l l  F r e e :  1- 8 8 8 - 8 4 8 - 5 18 4 . 
496 Yellow Banks Road, Nor th Wilkesboro, 
NC 28659. Email:info@Millerbeesupply.com*  
www.millerbeesupply.com

Alpine and Saanen Doelings for Sale. CAE Preven-
tion. Contact Meadow View Goat Dairy. David and 
Rosa Coblentz, 1630 S Croswell Avenue, Fremont, 
MI 49412. 231-924-6136. 

SOON Church/Government Uniting, Supressing 
“Religious Liberty,” Enforcing National Sunday Law. 
Be Informed! Need mailing address only. TBSM, Box 
99, Lenoir City, TN 37771. thebiblesaystruth@yahoo.
com, 1-888-211-1715.

DISTRIBUTORS AND INSTALLERS: TGM Green-
houses of Colorado is looking for Distributors and 
Installers who are interested in being part of a grow-
ing company. TGM Greenhouses offers the Ther-
maGro line of greenhouses. Contact Eric Selinger  
(303) 273-9085 eric@thermagro.com

Visit www.PartsDeptOnline.com for great deals on 
new milking equipment for cows and goats. We sup-
ply to all size dairies. Call for a free 180pg catalog 
1-800-245-8222.

Eagle Talon lab services include pregnancy BVD, 
Johne’s, CAE/OPP, and CL testing. Call 307-742-9072 
or visit www.eagletalonent.com

Visit
countryside 

network.com/shop
to get your  
copy today!

Or call
970-392-4419

by Gail Damerow

A  
Well-Made 

Fence Brings 
Peace of 

Mind!

From alarm systems to zoning 
laws, this book covers it all. If 
there’s a fence in your future, 

don’t waste time and money on 
an ineffective system. Make it 

one you can rely on. 
154 pgs, $16.95 + S&H
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FARM SALES, FARM SALES, and still more 
farm sales are being heralded throughout 
this Mississippi Valley.

One dairy herd of cattle after 
another is being sacrificed on the 
open market and slaughtered as beef.

Sons, daughters, brothers, 
and fathers have gone into the 
defense of the country. Hired help 
has been taken and none can be 
employed to fill the vacancies.

Many cannot resist the marvelously 
high wages paid in the shops and 
factories of the country as compared 
with the lower wages and longer 
hours of the rural district. Therefore, 
every local paper one scans you see, “Public Sale, on 

account of entering war work I am quitting farming 
and offering, etc.” 

    Already the cry is being raised 
in many towns and cities, “Our 
milk man failed to deliver the milk 
ordered.” The milk man says that 
it is not to be had as shortages 
are bobbing up all along the line, 
affecting the rich and poor, the 
sick and the well, the old and the 
young alike and seriously so.

To still further the seriousness of 
the situation, transportation enters 
into the picture and complicates 
the matter of distributing the 
limited supply available.

All this seems hard and harsh in its aspect, and 

Classified Ads
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FOR SALE

GREENHOUSES

MEALWORMS

MILKING EQUIPMENT

POULTRY SUPPLIES

PREGNANCY   TESTING

PRESERVING

M I L L E R  B E E  S U P P L Y 
YOUR BEE KEEPING EXPERTS SINCE 1976!  
Check us out for all your beekeeping needs. 
Whether you are just starting out or already have  
bees we are here to assist your needs.  
C a l l  u s  To l l  F r e e :  1- 8 8 8 - 8 4 8 - 5 18 4 . 
496 Yellow Banks Road, Nor th Wilkesboro, 
NC 28659. Email:info@Millerbeesupply.com*  
www.millerbeesupply.com

Alpine and Saanen Doelings for Sale. CAE Preven-
tion. Contact Meadow View Goat Dairy. David and 
Rosa Coblentz, 1630 S Croswell Avenue, Fremont, 
MI 49412. 231-924-6136. 

SOON Church/Government Uniting, Supressing 
“Religious Liberty,” Enforcing National Sunday Law. 
Be Informed! Need mailing address only. TBSM, Box 
99, Lenoir City, TN 37771. thebiblesaystruth@yahoo.
com, 1-888-211-1715.

DISTRIBUTORS AND INSTALLERS: TGM Green-
houses of Colorado is looking for Distributors and 
Installers who are interested in being part of a grow-
ing company. TGM Greenhouses offers the Ther-
maGro line of greenhouses. Contact Eric Selinger  
(303) 273-9085 eric@thermagro.com

Visit www.PartsDeptOnline.com for great deals on 
new milking equipment for cows and goats. We sup-
ply to all size dairies. Call for a free 180pg catalog 
1-800-245-8222.

Eagle Talon lab services include pregnancy BVD, 
Johne’s, CAE/OPP, and CL testing. Call 307-742-9072 
or visit www.eagletalonent.com

Visit
countryside 

network.com/shop
to get your  
copy today!

Or call
970-392-4419

by Gail Damerow

A  
Well-Made 

Fence Brings 
Peace of 

Mind!

From alarm systems to zoning 
laws, this book covers it all. If 
there’s a fence in your future, 

don’t waste time and money on 
an ineffective system. Make it 

one you can rely on. 
154 pgs, $16.95 + S&H

Farm for Sale!  
No More 

Milk! 

by J.F. FETTER, 

 DAIRY GOAT JOURNAL,  

FEBRUARY 1943

from the archives

"Already the cry is 
 being raised in  
many towns and  

cities, “Our milk man  
failed to deliver 

 the milk ordered."
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the game has only just begun. 
He who reads and observes can 
surely understand that many 
commodities, necessities, or 
superfluities, or articles of mere 
pleasure will be reduced to the 
very limited supplies available, 
or disappear entirely from 
our former way of living.

“Shucks!” you say, “It’s 
impossible for me to make 
such a sweeping sacrifice.”

Listen, Buddy! In imagination 
transport yourself to the overrun 
countries of the Old World and 
exchange shoes with one of their 
inhabitants (just as probable as 
not millions of them have no 
shoes to exchange with you).

With all our limitations during 
the duration, we are still the 
fortunate people of the world, 
and we must realize it, and 
like it, and not let our millions 
of defenders down. They are 
sacrificing still more than we.

Well, we hear someone saying, 
“What has all that to do with dairy 
goats and Dairy Goat Journal?”

Just this, as we scan the pages 
of every issue we see herd after 
herd of choice dairy goats being 
offered for sale and dispersion. 
These have been built up to their 

high state of efficiency through 
many years of careful feeding, 
breeding and care. Now they 
must be sacrificed by their owners 
at far below their real value.

Throughout the suburban and 
rural districts of this country are 
thousands of homes favorably 
situated to take and properly 
care for two or more of these fine 
does of the various breeds.

Two good does will easily supply 
a family of four with a plentiful 
supply of good, wholesome 
milk throughout the year.

Many are so situated that 
they could take over a small 
herd of six or eight and be 
in a position to supply their 
neighbors with milk also.

It does not require much time 
nor great quantities of feed, nor 
very specialized equipment, or 
skillful knowledge or care to amply 
provide for the comfortable and 
successful care of just a few dairy 
goats. Good common sense and a 
willingness to learn and to serve 
will provide the how. Indeed, 
many boys and girls would only 
be too glad to take on that duty 
and profit immensely by the 
experience and knowledge gained, 
and the satisfaction of being able 

Throughout the suburban and rural districts of 
this country are thousands of homes favorably 
situated to take and properly care for two or 

more of these fine does of the various breeds.

The Cooperative
Extension 

Program at
Langston 

University will 
host

the 33rd Annual

Goat & Hair Sheep 
Field Day

Saturday April 28, 2018
9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

at the E (Kika) de la Garza American Institute 
for Goat Research

This year’s focus will be on Preventing Production Losses. 
Featured speakers will be specialists with considerable 
goat and sheep experience. Presentations will include:

Morning : Afternoon workshops:

Preventing 
Production 
Losses from: 

• Predators
• Disease
• Internal 

Parasites

• further discussion on various 
aspects of production losses,

• useful tips for cheese makers, 
• pack goats, budgeting,
• basic goat husbandry practices, 
• goat feeding and nutrition, 
• DHI training, 
• performance testing,
• government assistance, 
• fitting and showing market 

wethers, and many more 
workshops

Program includes morning and afternoon activities for 
youth. Langston University is located 12 miles east of Guth-
rie, OK on Highway 33.  Registration is free and begins at 
8:00 a.m. Lunch may be purchased or you can bring your 
own. For registration information contact Dr. Terry Gipson 
(405) 466-6126 or tgipson@langston.edu or register online 
at http://goats.langston.edu/2018-goat-and-hair-sheep-field-day

 

Proudly Made in Vermont by 
High Country Aluminum Products 

 Tel 802-281-8245            
   Toll Free 877-274-2721 

www.HighCountryAluminum.com 
More info & photos of stands at: 

www.BirchRidgeFarm.com/
goatstands.html 

Aluminum folding goat stands 

from the archives
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Largest Range of Professional Goat Milking Equipment 

Full Product Range Available in Canada & USA 
 Rotary Parlours 
 Rapid exit Parlours 
 Milk Recording 
 Automatic Take-Offs 
 Automatic Identification 
 Sort Gate 
 In Parlour & Out of Parlour Feeding systems 

 
Presently Setting Up A Network of Distributors Across USA 
See Our Website for Videos, Catalogues & Further Details 

Canadian Made Milk up to 10,000 goats In Parlour Feeding 

1-866-539-3497  

Ontario, Canada 
sales@greenoakna.com 

www.greenoakna.com 

to contribute their share to the 
household economy, a furthermore 
experience a thrill of patriotism 
because they are part of this great 
army of defense for their country. 
Nothing could please them more.

This is my, and your, opportunity 
to make a definite contribution 
to the defense of our country, our 
homes, our health. It is not only 
our opportunity it is our duty.

Our imaginary hardships 
are trivial, those of us who are 
permitted to remain at home, 
compared with those who 
must leave all and go to the 
defense of our country and 
engage the enemy in actual 
contact on the battle front. r

Contessa’s Crown of Shame 
Submitted by Karen Kopf of  
Kopf Canyon Ranch in 
northern Idaho

“When you get your head 
stuck in a fence too many 
times, you wear the Ultimate 
Crown of Shame. Keil, a 
young rancher at Kopf Canyon 
Ranch, in a fit of creativity and 
exasperation, takes the shame 
level up a few notches. “For 
those that haven’t seen this 
technique, attaching a stick 

protects goats that are prone to stick their heads through fences from 
getting stuck. It isn’t cruel. They can strangle in a fence, die of exposure, 
or get attacked. This prevents them from hurting themselves.”

You can see Contessa and other Kiko goats on Kopf Canyon Ranch’s 
 Facebook page: www.facebook.com/registeredkiko

Contessa is cursed with her unique headgear.
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Goat Journal Bookstore
For a complete listing of all books available visit our website: 
 www.countrysidenetwork.com/shop; or call 970-392-4419

Temple Grandin’s Guide  
to Working With Farm Animals

By Temple Grandin

Award-winning author Temple Grandin is famous for her groundbreaking approach to 
decoding animal behavior. Now she extends her expert guidance to small-scale farming 
operations. Grandin’s fascinating explanations of how herd animals think — describing 
their senses, fears, instincts, and memories — and how to analyze their behavior, will 
help you handle your livestock more safely and effectively. You’ll learn to become a 
skilled observer of animal movement and behavior, and detailed illustrations will help 
you set up simple and efficient facilities for managing a small herd of 3 to 25 cattle or 
pigs, or 5 to 100 goats or sheep. 184 pages, $19.95

Special Deals to Build Your Goat Library!

How To Raise Goats
By Carol amundson

Everything you need to  
know to raise dairy or  

meat goats. 199 pages.

$19.99
Now $13.99 — Save 30%

Goat Health Care
By Cheryl K. smiTh

Keep your goats healthy!
Most popular articles  

from Ruminations.  
246 pages.

$23.95
Now $13.99 — Save 40%

Raising Dairy Goats to the Uddermost DVD
Embark on a journey learning about dairy goats on a real-life farm! From the amaz-

ing birth of a kid caught on camera, to building simple fences, preventing your goats from 
getting diseases, choosing the perfect goat, clipping hooves in real time, and more, you’re 
sure to find this video fun, intriguing, and very educational. And learn in the most natural, 
ecological, and healthy way possible!  DVD, 2 hrs. 3 min.

$19.99
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

Making Your Small Farm Profitable
Apply 25 guiding principles/develop new crops & new markets/maximize net profits per 

acre. Ron Macher shares proven methods for farming smarter and explores today’s new crops, 
new livestock, and new markets that translate into new ways to make money. 273 pages.

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

SAVE
 25%

SAVE
 25%

SAVE
30%

SAVE
40%
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Special Deals to Build Your Goat Library!

Mail to: Goat Journal Bookstore,  
PO Box 1848, Carson City, NV 89702

Call: 970-392-4419 • Visit: www.countrysidenetwork.com

Visa           MC                   Discover                AmEx

No.:

Expiration:

Phone:

Name:

Address:

City:

State:     Zip:

Book Order Form

Title                                Quantity                Price Book Total      $  
Shipping        $

Subtotal         $
WI Residents add
5.5% sales tax      $

Total U.S. Funds $

$4 first item, $1 each add'l item, Call for Priority & Foreign Rates

Building Small Barns, 
Sheds, & Shelters

By monTe BurCh

Specific plans and  
how-to-build instructions for 

popular home and
family-farm structures.  

248 pages.

$18.95
Now $14.29 — Save 25%

By Cheryl K. smiTh

Raising Goats For Dummies

Raise goats and reap the 
rewards. An introduction to all 
aspects of owning, caring for, 
and the day-to-day benefits 
of raising goats. 340 pages.

$19.99
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

Storey’s Guide to
Raising Meat Goats

By maGGie sayer

Managing, breeding, 
and marketing meat 
goats. 336 pages.

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

SAVE
 25%

SAVE
 25%

SAVE
 25%

By Carol eKarius

How To Build Animal Housing

60 plans for coops, hutches, 
barns, sheds, pens, nestboxes, 
feeders, stanchions, and much 

more. 260 pages.

$24.95
Now $17.49 — Save 30%

SAVE
30%
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calendar : : upcoming events

America’s Favorite
Poultry Magazine

Visit:
countrysidenetwork.com/magazines/backyard-poultry-magazine

Call: 970-392-4419

FAST�FENCE
Info�and�buy�now�at

www.electricnets.com
800-356-5458

The World Leader in 
GOAT Equipment and Supplies

Check out our milking machines and other
products for Goats, Cows, Sheep, Llamas.
Also everything you need to show livestock.

Great prices on cheesemaking and
soapmaking products, plus animal health,

grooming, milking, and gift items and books
for breeders, homesteaders, and hobbyists.

Plus you can’t beat our service!

Visit us at our new, improved web site:

www.caprinesupply.com

1-800-646-7736 for orders or catalog

P. O. Box Y, DeSoto, KS 66018

WHEN
May 26-27, 2018 
Oct 13-14, 2018

Sat: 10am-4pm 
Sun: 9am-3pm

WHERE
Turning Page Farm
842 N. Guilford Rd 

Monson, Maine 04464

Space is limited, first 
come first served. 

Please dress appropriately for 
Maine weather which can be 

extreme and changeable. Dressing 
in layers is highly recommended.

WWW.GOATSCHOOL.COM

GOAT SCHOOL
Goat School® is a 2-day course 
that focuses on everything you 
need to know for a successful 
first year with goats. You will 

also learn how to prepare prior 
to bringing your goats home, 
and key things to look for at 

your seller's site to ensure you 
are getting the right goat for 
your farm. You will graduate 

with confidence to handle your 
first year of owning dairy goats 

including feeding, kidding, 
vaccinations, and of course 
a hands-on lesson in milking 

and hoof trimming. In addition, 
you will leave with the Goat 

School® Manual for reference 
and expertise at your fingertips. 
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BASKET FEEDERS BUNK FEEDERSELF CATCH 
HEADGATE AND CHUTE

LOADING CHUTE SHEEP AND GOAT 
SCALE

Our extensive line of goat handling products are 
                             excellent quality and help to make your job easy!

 1-866-443-7444

For our full product line & demo videos
LakelandGoat.com

LAMB 
CREEP 
FEEDER

WORKING 
CHUTE AND 
CROWDING TUB

DELUXE 
SPIN TRIM 
CHUTE

Optional extra pads 
shown in picture

S T A Y  T U N E D !

OUR MAY/JUNE 2018 ISSUE HEATS THINGS UP. SUMMER’S COMING!

• Karen Kopf tells us how to 
keep our goats healthy 
and safe during wildfires.

• Remember Odin the LGD 
who saved his goats from 
the Santa Rosa fires? Lacey 
Hughett updates us on 
how Odin is doing now! 

• Natural goat health expert 
Kat Drovdahl describes teat 
deformities and what they 
mean for milk production.

• Kate Johnson tells us how to 
make a DIY cheese press.

• Tamsin Cooper writes 
about a play in London 
… starring goats!

• What goat breeds are best for 
hot climates? Janet Garman 
provides great suggestions.

• Theresa Miller tells us how 
the BLM is using weed 
goats to avoid fires.

• Plus a beautiful photo shoot 
from Kokopelli Kikos and Pack 
Goats, in southern Utah.

• Meat goats, rent-a-goats, 
landscaping goats, a Poitevine 
breed profile, tips for shearing, 
a recipe for chèvre and 
huckleberry jam, and more!

coming attractions
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just for fun

Across

1 What kind of cheese was featured in the Goat Journal

Goes Social section?

3 State where Lainey Morse lives:

5 Salsa is always looking out for her brother, _____ .

7 Goat that won the #ghastlygoatjournal contest:

8 Keeping goats offers perks and even more _____.

9 Wide-open eyes, showing whites, indicate fear or _____.

11 Last descendants of the old English Milch goat:

13 The fresh version of Bijou cheese:

15 The _____ of the Goats:

16 Skittles' kids: Milky Way and _____.

20 Long-stemmed plant fiber, 2 inches or more:

Down

2 Animal responsible for most losses in goatherds:

4 That inherited strength at the cellular level:

6 Animals that don't drink enough water risk colic and _____

_____.

10 This can break out within confined spaces, such as a

shelter:

12 Weakness in fiber that can prevent successful spinning:

14 Fusobacterium necrophorum grows in the absence of

_______ .

17 State where Silver Strike Farms is located:

18 Hoof rot treatment: copper _____.

19 Disabled vet Elise's pampered goat assistant:

Name: ________________________________________________________

Goat Journal Reader Contest Jan/Feb 2018
14 18

20

1 6

12 4

3

2 10

15 7

17

8

5 11 19

9

13

16

DOWN
1  One reason to 

avoid disbudding: 
horns are 
_____. They 
cool the brain.

5  Most cheeses 
are made from 
milk, culture, 
_____ and salt .

6  Name inspiration 
for Fuzzy Love 
Photography:

7  Slang for 
Mycoplasma 
ovipneumoniae:

8  Rusty Hebert is 
from Texas, lives 
in Thailand, and 
works in _____.

9  Goat heat is also 
called _____.

11  Goats of 
Anarchy's f irst 
rescue goat: 
Ansel the _____.

12  Janet makes 
milk replacer 
with whole milk, 
evaporated milk, 
and _____.

15  Runny noses 
mean a kid is 
trying to clear 
something in its 
_____ tract.

18  Jóhanna is 
working to save 
the _____ goat.

G O A T  J O U R N A L  R E A D E R  C O N T E S T  M A R C H / A P R I L  2 0 1 8

To submit, either:

Print, fill out, and send to:
Goat Journal Reader Contest,
Box 566, Medford, WI 54451 

Print, fill out, then take a picture and email to:
goatjournal@gmail.com

Message your answers to:
goatjournal@gmail.com

Be sure to enter your contact information 
so we can inform you if you won!

ACROSS

2  Honey made from 
_____ pollen can 
cause arrhythmia.

3  Who breathed 
fire and snatched 
up Casanova?

4  British Alpine 
wether who hikes 
weekly with 
Kate in Victoria, 
Australia:

10  Brake ferns are an 
endorphin-causing 
plant, so animals 
get _____ to it.

13  The Udderly 
EZ can be 
used for just 
about anything 
that _____.

14  Who suggested 
the best tagline?

16  Teat dip helps 
prevent _____.

17  Snickers was 
chosen to be 
_____ for a 
convalesced 
wether.

19  Old Irish goats 
were brought over 
in the _____ age.

20  Atlas' owner, 
Ryan, recently 
returned to Hawaii 
from _____.

21  In 1943, what 
were sacrificed 
and slaughtered 
as beef?

Each issue, we will offer a chance to win official  
Goat Journal swag! Enter to win a beanie for those cold winter months by 

completing this puzzle, using answers found in this issue. The winner will be 
chosen randomly from all correct submissions returned by April 1st, 2018. 

22  Eating frozen 
legume leaves 
can cause 
_____ _____.

23 One of the most 
modern places to 
look for a doe:
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Show us your artistic side! Send photos of your finished coloring pages to goatjournal@gmail.com 
and we will display them in our next issue. (Be sure to tell us if your goats did the coloring!)

C O L O R I N G  P A G E
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Electric Trimming Tool

PADDLE SWITCH

www.MyBossTools.com
877-320-8203

FEATURING THE 
NEW LEVER ACTION

The paddle has a safety tab that 
is manually depressed to turn the 
tool on, when released the tool 

turns off, the safety tab repositions 
itself, keeping the tool from turning 
on again until you are ready to work.

www.plastic-innovation.com  •  (800) 788-4709

Voted the #1 Electric Fence Solution
by Farmers & Ranchers in the USA for 2017!

• Never Rusts
• Never Rots
• No Insulators Needed

Betcha have a fence project coming up

What farmer or rancher doesn’t? So why not make it easier, 
and one that you won’t have to work on again any time soon?

We can also help you with that project with FREE 
Bekaert*12.5 gauge high-tensile wire. Call for details.

In our November/December 

2017 issue, we asked for your 

help choosing a new tagline. 

And we loved Laura O’Brien’s 

suggestion, “Everything goat, 

for every goat owner.” We feel 

that sums up exactly what we 

aim to provide as your best 

magazine about all things 

goat. Congratulations, Laura!

just for fun

Y O U  D E L I V E R E D !
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Life Lessons from the Barnyard: 
The Sweetest Boy

by  KATE JOHNSON 

IN THE WORLD OF DAIRY goats, girls rule and 
boys drool. What I mean by that is, does are the 
main workers, providing babies and milk, and so 

are the most desirable gender, while the boys have 
relatively limited usefulness. Of course, a few bucks are 
needed to help make the babies, but only a few. They 
don’t make great pets. (They're pretty stinky, have a 
one-track mind, and can be fairly aggressive.) Wethers 
can make good pets and companions, but you really 
only can keep a few. In the end, most people who raise 
dairy goats end up selling the boy babies for meat.

Now, I don’t have a problem with this, per se. 
After all, I’m a meat eater myself. But I have to tell 
ya, once you’ve bottle-fed a few baby goats and 

have seen what darling personalities they have 
(more like puppies than livestock), it’s pretty hard 
to imagine them on the dinner table — at least, for 
me it is. So, each year that we’ve had kids so far, 
we’ve managed to figure out something else for 
the boys to do besides being sent to market. And 
that’s especially true of our first boy, Snickers.

Snickers was born on May 5, 2009 to our Nubian 
doe, Skittles. He was the first baby ever born at Briar 
Gate Farm, which automatically made him special. 
But he really is special beyond the fact that he was the 
firstborn. When Snick was one day old, it was apparent 
that he was a cuddler. His sister, Milky Way, was much 
more rambunctious and rowdy while Snickers was 

Snickers wearing reindeer antlers. Photo credit Kate Johnson

Snickers never seemed  
to display this tendency 
and didn’t act all tough 
 like the others, so he 
soon became known 

 as the “welcome goat,” 
keeping the new arrivals 

company and helping 
them assimilate  

into the larger herd.

life lessons
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It all begins on day one. Give your kids the 
edge — both today and tomorrow. Feed  
Land O’Lakes Animal Milk Products’ proven 
line of nutrition. Because you never get  
a second chance to start them right.   

COLOSTRUM REPLACER   |   MILK REPLACER   |   ELECTROLYTES We Care for Kids

LOLMILKREPLACER.COM

Kate Johnson raises dairy goats at  
www.briargatefarm.com, runs a cheesemaking 
school at www.theartofcheese.com and 
is an active volunteer with the Boulder 
County 4-H program. She’s also a member 
of the Colorado Dairy Goat Association.

Above: Newborn baby Snickers. Photo credit Kate Johnson

Right: Snickers gives rides to the kids while being 
hitched to the cart. Photo credit Kate Johnson

content to sleep, snuggle and get showered with kisses 
all day long. This personality continued as he grew up 
and, before long, it became clear that he was just a big, 
lovable dope. He has been somewhat accident-prone at 
times, getting his head stuck in buckets, his legs caught 
in hay bags, and once he almost strangled himself 
when he got his collar stuck on a hay rack. But his best 
feature is that he doesn’t seem to have an aggressive 
bone in his body —    especially toward other goats.

We noticed this fact as our small herd began to 
expand. Each time we brought a new goat to the 
farm and introduced it to the herd, the others would 
butt heads and ram the newcomer in its sides with 
such animosity that we’d have to separate them 
for a while until the posturing and bullying settled 
down. But Snickers never seemed to display this 
tendency and didn’t act all tough like the others, 
so he soon became known as the “welcome goat,” 
keeping the new arrivals company and helping 
them assimilate into the larger herd. Once, we had a 
young wether that needed minor surgery and had to 

spend a few nights in our mud room infirmary while 
he was recovering. Not surprisingly, Snickers was 
chosen to be his nursemaid while he convalesced.

We’ve also found other ways to keep Snickers 
“employed.” He has learned to pull a cart and gives 
rides to kids when they come to visit the farm. 
My daughters delivered Christmas cookies to our 
neighbors with Snickers pulling the cart, wearing 
reindeer antlers on his head. (He wasn't too fond of 
this detail but complied fairly well.) He has been in 
parades and utility classes and has carried a pack with 
our lunch in it on mountain hikes. He has even been 
leased by a local 4-H member who wanted to show 
a goat at the fair but couldn’t have one of his own.

I imagine, if we keep raising dairy goats and get 
more serious about the milk production end of things, 
we may eventually have to consider the idea of selling 
a few boys for meat. But for now, Snickers continues 
to show us that boy goats are useful for a whole lot 
more than they’re sometimes given credit for. r

Life Lesson:  
Don’t Pigeonhole 

Others.

life lessons
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It all begins on day one. Give your kids the 
edge — both today and tomorrow. Feed  
Land O’Lakes Animal Milk Products’ proven 
line of nutrition. Because you never get  
a second chance to start them right.   

COLOSTRUM REPLACER   |   MILK REPLACER   |   ELECTROLYTES We Care for Kids

LOLMILKREPLACER.COM
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Effective electric netting your goats will respect!
Electric Fence That Works!

premier1supplies.com  •  800-282-6631

Years
PRODUCTS THAT PLEASE

CELEBRATING

Premier’s electrifiable, portable netting arrives to your door as a complete 
roll with the line posts already built in. Just attach a fence energizer and the 
net is ready to protect your animals and gardens from predators.

Even for new users, it takes less than 10 minutes to go from out-of-the-box 
netting to installed fence.

We offer many heights and lengths to fit your situation, including options 
for dry soils. Questions? Call our fence consultants for expert advice.

Common Uses
• Keeps in—goats, sheep, pigs, cattle, dogs and more.

• Keeps out—deer, bears, coyotes, foxes, dogs, opossums, raccoons, etc.

• Rotating goats to fresh grass.

• As a wildlife boundary around beehives, orchards and vineyards.

FREE Shipping!
On qualified orders.

FREE Catalogs!
Contact us at 800-282-6631  

or visit our website.

Fencing
Products Equipment &

Clipping

Poultry
Supplies


